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Carolina Hurricanes home game vs. Tampa Bay Lightning on Tuesday postponed by NHL
By Chip Alexander
The Carolina Hurricanes will have to wait a few more days —
at least — to play again.
The NHL announced Monday that the Canes’ home game
Tuesday against the Tampa Bay Lightning had been
postponed because of Carolina’s COVID-19 protocol issues.
It’s the fourth straight Carolina game postponed, causing the
league to readjust six games on its schedule.
The Hurricanes on Sunday had six players on the NHL’s
COVID-19 protocol list: Defenseman Jaccob Slavin and
forwards Jordan Staal, Teuvo Teravainen, Jordan Martinook,
Warren Foegele and Jesper Fast, who was added to the list
Saturday.

for Jan. 19 had been postponed. The Canes have since had
two home games against the Florida Panthers postponed.
The NHL, after reworking the schedule, announced Monday
that Tuesday’s game with the Lightning now will be played
Feb. 22. The two postponed Florida games at PNC Arena
will be played Feb. 17 and March 5. The game at Nashville
that was postponed has been reset for March 2.
Other changes: Columbus at Carolina, scheduled for Feb.
16, will be played Feb. 15; Carolina at Tampa Bay,
scheduled Feb. 22, was reset to Feb. 24.
The Canes were able to conduct some team work on
Monday, breaking up into four small groups. With 53 games
scheduled in the next 100 days, practice time will be limited.

The Canes are scheduled to host the Lightning, the 2020
Stanley Cup champion, on Thursday at PNC Arena, and that
game remains on the schedule. The Hurricanes, who worked
out in small groups Monday, said they would have a full team
practice Tuesday and remained hopeful of playing the
Lightning on Thursday.

Canes schedule changes

The Canes have not been together as a team on the ice
since topping the Nashville Predators 4-2 on Jan. 18. The
next day, the league announced the Canes-Preds game set

▪ Tampa Bay at Carolina, from Jan. 26 to Feb. 22 (7 pm).

▪ Carolina at Nashville, from Jan. 19 to March 2 (8 pm).
▪ Florida at Carolina, from Jan. 21 to Feb. 17 (5 pm).
▪ Florida at Carolina, from Jan. 23 to March 7 (5 pm).

▪ Columbus at Carolina, from Feb. 16 to Feb. 15 (7 pm).
▪ Carolina at Tampa Bay, from Feb. 22 to Feb. 24 (5 pm).

Hurricanes lineup predictions ahead of possible return to game action
By Sara Civian
While the NHL announced Monday that the HurricanesLightning game Tuesday would be postponed due to the
Hurricanes’ COVID-19 situation, the Canes returned to
practice in small groups Monday, plan to hold a full practice
Tuesday and expect to return to play Thursday against
Tampa Bay after 10 days and four postponed games.
Now, Jordan Staal, Jesper Fast, Warren Foegele, Jordan
Martinook, Jaccob Slavin and Teuvo Teravainen are still on
the NHL’s COVID Protocol Related Absences list. Best case
scenario? Only Staal is cleared for Thursday.
Head coach Rod Brind’Amour knew he had to prepare for a
situation like this before the season even started.
“We have beat this around a lot already and nobody really
has a for sure way to do it because of the uncertainty of
everything,” he said, when I asked him Jan. 7 if the
Hurricanes’ strategy will favor NHL experience or prospect
potential. “Normally you’d say ‘We’re not going to have five
injuries,’ but with COVID going on you don’t know if five guys

get taken out, right? So you gotta have five guys ready, then
you don’t want your top prospects not playing. So is it better
to have them down, playing in the AHL, getting better? What
do you think?”
Three games deep and this exact scenario has already
unfolded for the Canes. They went with a mixture of
experience and potential on their taxi squad with
defensemen Jake Bean and Joakim Ryan, forwards Morgan
Geekie, Max McCormick and Steve Lorentz and goaltender
Alex Nedeljkovic.
But who might get a look at NHL action? Where will players
fit into this makeshift lineup? And what strategies might the
Canes implement in the coming days?
Strategies that maximize (or minimize?) NHL regulars
There are going to be a few fascinating developments
Thursday beyond who is playing.
Will the Canes go all out in maximizing playing time for their
NHL regulars in the spirit of winning now, or will they opt for
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load management in the spirit of not risking injury with at
least 53 games in 100 days on deck? Common sense says
something in-between the two extremes.

X-Hamilton
Skjei-Pesce
Gardiner-Fleury

The famously defense-happy Hurricanes have played around
with an 11 forwards-7 defensemen scheme before. It isn’t
always ideal — especially for the seventh defenseman that
usually ends up playing a handful of shifts at most — but it
could make sense here where only one NHL regular
defenseman is out.

Potentially back: Staal

We also might see some full-game rendition of the
Brind’Amour Blendorama that typically occurs during the last
five minutes of any loss. Brind’Amour and the rest of the
coaching staff have shown us they aren’t afraid to get
creative with in-game adjustments, so the comfort with
flexibility we’ve seen in the Brind’Amour era might pay off in
a situation like this.
Despite the unfortunate circumstances that brought us here,
I’m excited to see which strategies the Canes implement to
respond to roster adversity.
Who gets in, and where?
To clarify, players don’t have to go through the taxi squad
before joining the NHL team in certain situations. Some
teams have their AHL affiliate following the NHL-level
protocol, so players will be ready for an immediate call-up.
The Hurricanes have known about their situation for a week
or so now — if they wanted to call up an AHL player for
Thursday’s game, they could. But considering they’ve got the
players most likely to crack the lineup already on the taxi
squad, there’s a good chance most if not all replacement
players Thursday come from there.
And yet another disclaimer: We’ve already seen how fluid
situations like this are, and it’ll stay that way all season. It’s
more likely than not the Canes will play Thursday, and it’s
more likely than not at least Foegele, Martinook, Fast,
Teravainen and Slavin will be sitting out, with Staal’s status
up in the air. But it would be silly to state any of this with 100
percent certainty. With the understanding that we’re
operating from a position of likelihood, we can attempt to
predict the Hurricanes lines for Thursday. Let’s start with
remembering who we’re working with from last game’s lines.
Niederreiter–Aho-X
X-Trocheck–Necas
Svechnikov-X-X
Dzingel–Geekie (taxi squad)-McGinn

Now, we’ll assume Staal is good to go.
Niederreiter–Aho-X
Svechnikov-Staal-Necas
X-Trocheck-X
Dzingel–Geekie (taxi squad)-McGinn
X-Hamilton
Skjei-Pesce
Gardiner-Fleury
Svechnikov-Staal-Necas has been a go-to for Brind’Amour a
few times already this season, and as unpopular as it has
been among the crowd that wants to let Svechnikov fly, you
saw how brutal the team’s faceoff performance was in
Staal’s absence. And Svechnikov is off to an offensively
productive start no matter where you put him. This is a line
that can eat big minutes, and that should be the main priority
in this situation.
Where do the new guys fit in?
If the Canes roll out traditional lines, this is how I’d draw
them up assuming Staal is ready and we’re pulling from the
taxi squad (Keeping in mind that in-game adjustments are
encouraged):
Svechnikov-Aho-Necas (Come on, just do it!)
Niederreiter-Staal-McGinn
Dzingel-Trocheck-McCormick
Lorentz-Geekie-The friends we made along the
way/Nedeljkovic does have an offensive flair …
Skjei-Hamilton
Gardiner-Pesce
Fleury-Bean
Ryan
If you’re trying to roll out the best players you can in the most
palpable way, you might need to grin and bear an 11-7 stint.
There’s a solid chance the Canes could call up the likes of
Sheldon Rempal or Jeremy Bracco from the Wolves if they’re
seeking a more traditional lineup. But we’ve seen
Brind’Amour toy with an 11-7 lineup before, and we’ve heard
him lament that the Canes (like any other team this season)
have looked sloppy at times to begin the season. The 11-7
configuration might give the forwards a better opportunity to
get into midseason form, so long as it isn’t implemented for
too long in a season now jam-packed with games.
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Hurricanes’ game Tuesday postponed, NHL reschedules missed games
Thursday's home opener against the Lightning is still
currently scheduled



The Feb. 16 home game vs. Columbus has been
moved to Feb. 15 at 7 p.m.

By Cory Lavalette



The Feb. 22 at Tampa Bay has been moved to Feb.
24 at 5 p.m.

The Carolina Hurricanes will have to wait at least three more
days before returning to the ice.
The NHL announced Monday that the team’s home game
Tuesday against the Tampa Bay Lightning has been
postponed, and the league rescheduled that game and three
others that have previously been postponed due to the
coronavirus outbreak on the Hurricanes. Carolina’s home
game Thursday against the Lightning is, at least for now, still
on the schedule.
The changes to the Hurricanes’ schedule are:



The postponed Jan. 19 game at Nashville is now
March 2 at 8 p.m.



The postponed Jan. 21 home game vs. Florida is
now Feb. 17 at 5 p.m.



The postponed Jan. 23 home game vs. Florida is
now March 7 at 5 p.m.



The postponed Jan. 26 home game vs. Tampa Bay
is now Feb. 22 at 7 p.m.

The NHL also moved the Florida at Tampa Bay game
scheduled for Feb. 16 to Feb. 15 at 7 p.m.
As planned, the Hurricanes and the league avoided
scheduling three games in three nights, and the only real
thing that stands out from the reworked schedule is three
games in four nights against the Lightning from March 22-25.
Carolina will also have back-to-back road games with travel
with the game at Nashville moved to March 2. The
Hurricanes are in Sunrise, Florida, to play on the Panthers
on March 1.
Carolina has had six players on the league’s COVID-19
protocol list this season, starting with captain Jordan Staal
before the team’s second game of the season on Jan. 16
followed by four more players — Warren Foegele, Jordan
Martinook, Jaccob Slavin and Teuvo Teravainen — ahead of
the scheduled Jan. 19 game at Nashville. Jesper Fast was
added to the list Saturday.
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Canes home opener postponed again; team reschedules six games
The Carolina Hurricanes won't start their home 2021 season
before Thursday, a full week after the originally scheduled
home opener, the team announced on Monday.

ORIGINAL DATE

OPPONENT

NEW DATE

Jan. 19

Nashville

March 2

Jan. 21

Florida

Feb. 17

Now the soonest they could play would be Thursday against
Tampa Bay.

Jan. 23

Florida

March 7

The Hurricanes released an updated season schedule on
Monday, rescheduling the four games missed to COVID and
shuffling two others to accommodate that change.

Jan. 26

Tampa Bay

Feb. 22

Feb. 16

Columbus

Feb. 15

Feb. 22

Tampa Bay

Feb. 24

The team has been working remotely – with Zoom meetings
and locked out of their facility – since last week, after five
players landed on the NHL's COVID list.
They are scheduled to return to practice on Tuesday.

Canes Return to the Ice in Small Groups
Team aims to resume play on Thursday against Tampa Bay
By Michael Smith
The Carolina Hurricanes returned to the ice on Monday, but
it looked markedly different than it usually does.
The team skated in four separate groups with no more than
six players on the ice at a time, the first time in the last week
that the Canes have reconvened in person since the league
mandated a quarantine following a string of positive COVID19 tests.
"We've been in contact with the league through this whole
process," President and General Manager Don Waddell said
on Monday. "The whole plan was once we got out of this
quarantine period where we felt it was out of the locker room
that we'd be able to get back on the ice."
During the temporary shutdown, the Canes, including Head
Athletic Trainer Doug Bennett and Head Medical Physician
Dr. Josh Bloom, consulted regularly via Zoom with medical
representatives and infectious disease consultants from the
NHL and NHLPA.

"We went through the spread, where it was happening, how
it was happening and how we could safely reopen our facility
to get back to some normalcy in hockey," Bennett said.
The quarantine mandate was designed to curb the rapid
spread of the virus amongst the team, and since Jan. 19,
when the Canes' schedule was paused, the team has added
only one new name to the NHL's COVID-19 Protocol list.
"The health, well-being and safety of our players, staff and
our community are of upmost importance to all parties
involved. That's why we had to go through this shutdown,"
Bennett said. "Now, as things look more optimistic, we're
going to start to reopen as safely as we can."
The first step in returning to play was simply getting back on
the ice in small groups for about an hour each on Monday.
Team activity, including a full practice, is scheduled to
resume on Tuesday.
"The hope is that tomorrow will feel pretty normal," Bennett
said. "There are a few other procedures we've put in place
for tomorrow, some additional testing and safety measures,
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but for the most part, tomorrow should feel like a more
normal hockey practice pending no new positive test results."

Additions from the taxi squad, as well as recalls from the
Chicago Wolves, will be likely processed in the coming days.

The Canes, who were supposed to open at home against the
Florida Panthers last week, were also slated to host the
Tampa Bay Lightning for a two-game set beginning Tuesday.
That game has been postponed, but the team aims to return
to game action for the first time in 10 days on Thursday
against the defending Stanley Cup champions.

"They're all looking for their opportunities, so I expect to get
the best out of them," Waddell said.

"100 percent," Waddell said. "I think we'll be ready to roll."
The Canes hope to have Jordan Staal back in the lineup for
Thursday's game, but they will probably be without five other
NHL regulars through the weekend: Jesper Fast, Warren
Foegele, Jordan Martinook, Jaccob Slavin and Teuvo
Teravainen.

The NHL reshuffled the schedule to accommodate the four
games postponed during this temporary shutdown. In total,
six Canes games were rearranged to squeeze in four makeups, compacting an already tight 56-game slate.
"It was a lot of work by the league, and we had lots of calls
about it because obviously it affected multiple teams and
multiple days," Waddell said. "Nothing's easy, but I think it
worked out as well as it could."

Hurricanes' game postponed, six rescheduled due to coronavirus
Resume play against Lightning on Jan. 28 after players were
placed in protocol
The Carolina Hurricanes had their game against the Tampa
Bay Lightning on Tuesday postponed and rescheduled for
Feb. 22.
The game Tuesday is one of six for the Hurricanes that have
been rescheduled. They will resume play against the
Lightning at PNC Arena on Thursday.
Carolina has not played since a 4-2 win at the Nashville
Predators on Jan. 18 because of coronavirus issues.
Hurricanes forwards Warren Foegele, Jordan Martinook,
Jordan Staal and Teuvo Teravainen, and defenseman
Jaccob Slavin were placed in COVID-19 protocol last week,
and training facilities were closed to players. The NHL said it
was "out of an abundance of caution to ensure the health
and safety of players, coaches and game day personnel and
in consultation with medical experts."
Carolina had been scheduled to play the Predators on Jan.
19, and the Florida Panthers on Jan. 21 and Jan. 23. Those
games have been rescheduled.

The game against Nashville will now be played March 2. The
games against Florida are scheduled for Feb. 17 and March
7.
Here is the full list of NHL schedule changes announced
Monday:
Carolina at Nashville, originally scheduled for Jan. 19, is now
scheduled for Tuesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. ET
Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 21, is now
scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. ET
Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 23, is now
scheduled for Sunday, March 7 at 5 p.m. ET
Tampa Bay at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 26, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. ET
Columbus at Carolina, originally scheduled for Feb. 16, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
Florida at Tampa Bay, originally scheduled for Feb. 16, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
Carolina at Tampa Bay, originally scheduled for Feb. 22, is
now scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m. ET
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Hurricanes return to ice in small groups after COVID-19 pause
Plan to play against Lightning on Jan. 28 after four games
were postponed

should feel like a more normal hockey practice pending no
new positive test results."

The Carolina Hurricanes returned to the ice Monday for the
first time since five players were placed on the COVID-19
protocol list Jan. 19.

The Hurricanes hope to have Staal back in the lineup
Thursday, but they will be without Foegele, Martinook,
Slavin, Teravainen and forward Jesper Fast, who was placed
on the COVID-19 protocol list Saturday.

The Hurricanes, who completed an NHL-mandated
quarantine, skated in four separate groups with no more than
six players on the ice at a time. Each group skated for about
an hour.
"We've been in contact with the League through this whole
process," general manager Don Waddell told the Hurricanes
website Monday. "The whole plan was once we got out of
this quarantine period where we felt it was out of the locker
room that we'd be able to get back on the ice."
Forwards Warren Foegele, Jordan Martinook, Jordan Staal
and Teuvo Teravainen, and defenseman Jaccob Slavin were
the five players placed in protocol that caused six of
Carolina's games to be rescheduled, including one against
the Tampa Bay Lightning that had been scheduled for
Tuesday.
The Hurricanes have not played since a 4-2 win at the
Nashville Predators on Jan. 18. They plan to practice
tomorrow and resume playing against the Tampa Bay
Lightning on Thursday.
Carolina had four games postponed, including against
Tampa Bay on Tuesday that now will be played Feb. 22. A
game against the Predators scheduled for Jan. 19 has been
moved to March 2, and games against the Florida Panthers
on Jan. 21 and Jan. 23 have been shifted to Feb. 17 and
March 7.
"The hope is that tomorrow will feel pretty normal," head
athletic trainer Doug Bennett said. "There are a few other
procedures we've put in place for tomorrow, some additional
testing and safety measures, but for the most part, tomorrow

With their training facilities shut down, Bennett and
Hurricanes head medical physician Dr. Josh Bloom have had
consistent dialogue virtually with medical representatives and
infectious disease consultants from the NHL and NHLPA.
"We went through the spread, where it was happening, how
it was happening and how we could safely reopen our facility
to get back to some normalcy in hockey," Bennett said.
The NHL announced Monday that seven games had been
rescheduled, including six involving the Hurricanes. Here is
the full list:
Carolina at Nashville, originally scheduled for Jan. 19, is now
scheduled for Tuesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. ET
Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 21, is now
scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. ET
Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 23, is now
scheduled for Sunday, March 7 at 5 p.m. ET
Tampa Bay at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan. 26, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. ET
Columbus at Carolina, originally scheduled for Feb. 16, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
Florida at Tampa Bay, originally scheduled for Feb. 16, is
now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
Carolina at Tampa Bay, originally scheduled for Feb. 22, is
now scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m. ET

NHL postpones Tuesday's Lightning-Hurricanes matchup
The NHL has postponed Tuesday's matchup between the
Tampa Bay Lightning and Carolina Hurricanes at PNC
Arena, the league announced Monday.
The game has been rescheduled to Feb. 22.
Last week, the NHL moved the Hurricanes' games through
Saturday, which included a two-game series against the
Florida Panthers, due to COVID-19 issues.
The Hurricanes have had five players placed on the league's
COVID-19 protocol list.
In addition to the postponement, the NHL announced the
rescheduling of six other games:

• Carolina at Nashville, originally Jan. 19, is now scheduled
for Tuesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. ET .
• Florida at Carolina, originally Jan. 21, is now scheduled for
Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. ET.
• Florida at Carolina, originally Jan. 23, is now scheduled for
Sunday, March 7 at 5 p.m. ET.
• Columbus at Carolina, originally Feb. 16, is now scheduled
for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET.
• Florida at Tampa Bay, originally Feb. 16, is now scheduled
for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET.
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• Carolina at Tampa Bay, originally Feb. 22, is now
scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m. ET.

NHL postpones Hurricanes-Lightning, announces other schedule changes
By Sean Leahy
The NHL has announced several changes to the schedule
due to COVID-19 issues.
For starters, Tuesday’s originally scheduled game between
the Carolina Hurricanes and Tampa Bay Lightning has been
moved to Feb. 22. The Hurricanes had six players listed on
the NHL’s COVID Protocol Related Absences list on Sunday
night.
As per the league, here is what could land you on that list:
Continuing for the balance of the 2020-21 season, the NHL
is sharing the names of Players who are “unavailable” to the
Club (to practice, travel or play in games) due to COVID
protocols. Such “COVID Protocol Related Absences” can be
the result of a number of factors including, among others: (1)
an initial positive test which remains unconfirmed until
confirmatory testing is completed pursuant to the Positive
Test Protocol; (2) mandated isolation for symptomatic
individuals pursuant to the Positive Test Protocol; (3)
required quarantine as a high-risk close contact in
accordance with the Positive Test Protocol; (4) isolation
based on a confirmed positive test result and/or; (5)
quarantine for travel or other reasons as outlined in the
COVID-19 Protocol.

Six of the seven games rescheduled involve the Hurricanes,
with the other game being a Panthers-Lightning matchup.
Carolina has not played since last Monday.
Here are the schedule changes:
• Carolina at Nashville, originally Jan. 19, is now scheduled
for Tuesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. ET
• Florida at Carolina, originally Jan. 21, is now scheduled for
Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. ET
• Florida at Carolina, originally Jan. 23, is now scheduled for
Sunday, March 7 at 5 p.m. ET
• Tampa Bay at Carolina, originally Jan. 26, is now
scheduled for Monday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. ET
• Columbus at Carolina, originally Feb. 16, is now scheduled
for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
• Florida at Tampa Bay, originally Feb. 16, is now scheduled
for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
• Carolina at Tampa Bay, originally Feb. 22, is now
scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m. ET
The Thursday game between the Hurricanes and Lightning
remains on, but there’s some doubt that will be played as
scheduled.

NHL Power Rankings: Early surprises, disappointments, and mystery teams
By Adam Gretz
In this week’s NHL Power Rankings we have a couple of
surprises at the top and bottom of the rankings.
At the top, we have the Montreal Canadiens who have been
the most impressive (and surprising) team in the league with
a 4-0-2 start that has looked even better than the record.
At the opposite end of that spectrum, we have a Vancouver
Canucks teams that has been one of the biggest early
season disappointments.
We take a look at them, and every other team in the league.
Where does your team rank so far?
To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!
1. Montreal Canadiens. They have 10 out of a possible 12
points, the best goal differential, and great possession

numbers while every game so far has been on the road.
They look great. Let them enjoy the top spot for a week.
2. Vegas Golden Knights. Marc-Andre Fleury is not giving up
his job without a fight and you should be puttting Mark Stone
in your early season MVP discussion.
3. Tampa Bay Lightning. Steven Stamkos is back, healthy,
and looks great. That will help cover up for the absence of
Nikita Kucherov.
4. Colorado Avalanche. Okay maybe at this point this is more
of a projection given their early results. But this is the best
team in the league on paper. There is no obvious weakness.
The results will follow. Be patient.
5. Boston Bruins. The floodgates are starting to open
offensively after a slow start, and David Pastrnak‘s return is
still looming.
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6. New York Islanders. Offense is not great so far (as
expected) but they do not give up anything. Betting against a
Barry Trotz coached team is never a good idea. They always
seem to find a way.
7. Toronto Maple Leafs. The stars at the top are doing their
thing offensively. Need the goaltending to be a little better.
8. Calgary Flames. A great start for Jacob Markstrom to shut
down his former team in back-to-back games. If he plays like
this all year that is going to be a game-changer in the North
Division.
9. Dallas Stars. Small sample size alert! But, no team has
won more playoff games than the Stars over the past two
years and after an extended layoff to start the season they
came out and put seven goals on the board in their first
game.
10. St. Louis Blues. They had one terrible game against
Colorado, but this is still going to be a contender and they
still have the Vladimir Tarasenko wild card in their back
pocket.
Promising start but need to see more to know it is for real
11. Washington Capitals. On one hand, they have at least
one point in every game. On the other hand four of their
games (and all three wins) are against a questionable
Buffalo team and they blew a bunch of leads against
Pittsburgh and turned what looked like wins into losses.
Mixed bag here so far.
12. New Jersey Devils. A very surprising start here,
especially the two games without Mackenzie Blackwood.
Jack Hughes is ready to become a star.

at last five goals in each of those losses. They were a
mystery at the start and nothing has changed through a
week-and-a-half.
18. Florida Panthers. They only have two games but they did
what they should have done: Beat a bad team.
19. Columbus Blue Jackets. Patrik Laine should boost the
power play, but his arrival brings a lot of questions.
20. Los Angeles Kings. It is early, but they have been more
competitive than expected against some of the league’s top
teams.
21. Anaheim Ducks. John Gibson is off to an incredible start.
If the Ducks are going to compete, they need that.
22. San Jose Sharks. The schedule has not been kind (all on
the road, tough teams, etc.), and it is not going to get any
easier this week with Colorado and Vegas looming over the
next four games.
23. Edmonton Oilers. This looks an awful lot like every other
Oilers season in the Connor McDavid–Leon Draisaitl era.
Those two carry the offense, the rest of the team provides
nothing. That recipe has not worked.
24. Buffalo Sabres. They have kept things close against
some good teams, but that is not going to be good enough in
this division.
25. Nashville Predators. Filip Forsberg is scoring goals, but
those special teams issues that hurt them a year ago are still
out there so far.
It could be a long season

13. Minnesota Wild. Kirill Kaprizov is exactly what the Wild
needed.

26. Arizona Coyotes. They were going to be facing an uphill
battle with Oliver Ekman-Larsson in the lineup. Going to be
even tougher without him for a few weeks.

14. Carolina Hurricanes. Hard to get a read on them since
we have only seen three games, and their schedule the rest
of the way is going to be very condensed.

27. New York Rangers. Not the start they envisioned, and
making up ground in this division might be tough.

15. Pittsburgh Penguins. They are winning games, but there
is nothing pretty about them. They have played with the lead
for 34 minutes this season, second lowest total in the league.
They have spent more than 160 minutes trailing, third most
in the league. Something has to change there if wins are
going to continue.
16. Winnipeg Jets. This season looks exactly like it should
have been expected: Great offense, strong goaltending, very
weak defense.
The mystery teams (what are they going to be?)
17. Philadelphia Flyers. After sweeping Pittsburgh to open
the season the Flyers have lost three out of four and allowed

28. Chicago Blackhawks. Against Detroit they are 2-0 and
outscored them 10-3. Against teams not from Detroit they
are 0-4 and been outscored 20-9.
29. Detroit Red Wings. Bobby Ryan might end up being a
real bright spot (until he gets traded to a contender).
30. Ottawa Senators. The roster looks better on paper but
there is still a long way to go here.
31. Vancouver Canucks. No, you should not expect the
Canucks to be here all year. They will get better. But this
start? Yikes. It deserves the bottom spot at least for one
week. Three straight games against Ottawa this week might
be what they need.
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Hurricanes announce schedule changes, Tuesday’s game postponed
Tuesday’s game has been postponed, and the NHL has
announced several re-schedulings of previously postponed
games.
By Andrew Schnittker
The NHL announced several schedule changes Monday,
most of which involve the Hurricanes. That includes
tomorrow’s previously scheduled home game against Tampa
Bay being postponed.
The Canes had three games postponed last week, which
came on the heels of five players being placed on the NHL’s
COVID protocol list. Forward Jesper Fast was added
Saturday, and, at the time of this writing, Fast, Jordan Staal,
Jordan Martinook, Teuvo Teravainen, Warren Foegele and
Jaccob Slavin remained on the list, last updated Sunday
evening.
The full list of schedule changes for the Canes are listed
below:

Game #52, Carolina at Nashville, originally scheduled for
Jan. 19, is now scheduled for Tuesday, March 2 at 8 p.m. ET
Game #62, Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan.
21, is now scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. ET
Game #76, Florida at Carolina, originally scheduled for Jan.
23, is now scheduled for Sunday, March 7 at 5 p.m. ET
Game #97, Tampa Bay at Carolina, originally scheduled for
Jan. 26, is now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. ET
Game #255, Columbus at Carolina, originally scheduled for
Feb. 16, is now scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. ET
Game #296, Carolina at Tampa Bay, originally scheduled for
Feb. 22, is now scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m.
ET
The Canes’ next scheduled game is now this Thursday
against the Lightning at PNC Arena.

NHL Power Rankings: Montreal Flying High
The Canadiens have put together the total package early on,
while Vegas continues to live up to the hype.
By Ryan Kennedy
How are we all feeling about the new NHL divisions so far? If
you're looking for fun, the Canadian circuit has definitely paid
off early with eight of the top 10 scorers in the league hailing
from the North teams and Calgary's Matthew Tkachuk
already making new enemies. Every team has now played at
least a couple of games and while we are seeing some
pandemic-related re-schedulings, this was expected from the
outset. In the meantime, the majority of teams have already
played at least a half-dozen games and there have been
some pleasant surprises. So let's run down some power
rankings to get a sense of where everyone is right now.
1. Montreal Canadiens: Pretty much everything has gone
right for the Habs so far, from goaltending to defense to Tyler
Toffoli. Montreal has the best goal differential in the league.
2. Vegas Golden Knights: Less of a surprise than the Habs,
Vegas has gone about its business as Western faves with
Mark Stone leading the charge. Marc-Andre Fleury has been
an ace in net, too.
3. Washington Capitals: Even after the World's Worst Hotel
Party, the Caps have managed to grab at least one point in
every game this season. Once the Russians return, look out.

4. Toronto Maple Leafs: Finding different heroes each night
has propelled the Leafs, already bitten by the injury bug.
Having said that, Mitch Marner is off to a fantastic start.
5. Pittsburgh Penguins: Ever since I slandered the Pens on
our podcast last week, they've gone undefeated. So, you're
welcome, Pittsburgh...
6. Dallas Stars: Are the Stars really good, or just really good
at beating Nashville? Their next two games are against
Detroit so - we still might not know. But they are undefeated.
7. Tampa Bay Lightning: Andrei Vasilevskiy is doing his
usual star work in net while the Steven Stamkos Comeback
is for real with the veteran center potting six points through
four games.
8. New Jersey Devils: Jack Hughes has found his mojo.
Should the rest of the NHL be afraid? Quite possibly. Also,
the development path of Ty Smith is officially paying
dividends.
9. Colorado Avalanche: Their record isn't great right now, but
this is a team we expect to figure it out. Nathan MacKinnon is
getting his points and Philipp Grubauer has a .923 save
percentage.
10. Boston Bruins: Commend Boston for taking care of
business with David Pastrnak out, while a radically different
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'D' corps gels. That 'C' looks great on Patrice Bergeron,
doesn't it?
11. Florida Panthers: Undefeated, but only after two games
and only against Chicago. So we only really know that the
Panthers aren't horrible.
12. Minnesota Wild: They have one of the better records in
the West, but have literally only played bad teams. Having
said that, all hail Kirill Kaprizov, everyone's new favorite
hockey son.
13. Winnipeg Jets: Already playing pretty well, the Jets will
be stacked down the middle once Pierre-Luc Dubois is
cleared to join the team.
14. Calgary Flames: Jacob Markstrom has been the goalie
Calgary needed. Johnny Gaudreau and Sean Monahan are
putting up more than a point per game. The Flames are in a
good spot.

21. Los Angeles Kings: Wins over Colorado and St. Louis
are great confidence-boosters for the rebuilding squad.
Getting 10 points in six games from Anze Kopitar doesn't
hurt, either.
22. Buffalo Sabres: They asked the monkey's paw for more
offensive help behind Jack Eichel. Now they're still losing,
but in slightly higher-scoring games.
23. Chicago Blackhawks: Let the Pius Suter era begin! OK,
it's all gravy this season for a team with no expectations, but
it is nice to have some positives so soon.
24. Anaheim Ducks: The Battle of California is now The
Brittle of California, but the Ducks are at least getting some
wins and John Gibson is rocking a .938 save percentage.
25. San Jose Sharks: All the California teams are the same
this season. I mean, they have different players and
uniforms, but you get the idea.

15. St. Louis Blues: Look, the Blues are still figuring things
out, OK? Splits with Colorado, Los Angeles and San Jose
are all indicators of that.

26. Arizona Coyotes: During the world juniors, my kids
wondered why Sweden had a player named 'Victor
SodaStream.' They're not really into hockey.

16. Carolina Hurricanes: Yes, the Canes have a winning
record through three games, but you don't get a cookie for
splitting with Detroit. And you certainly don't get a southernstyle biscuit.

27. Vancouver Canucks: It is strange and upsetting to see
Elias Pettersson look tentative with the puck. Maybe not
playing Montreal every game will turn things around this
week.

17. Edmonton Oilers: The Oilers have a losing record, but
Jesse Puljujarvi is finding chemistry with Connor McDavid
and that just might be the spark needed for a positive run
soon.

28. Nashville Predators: The Preds have been outscored 144 in their past three games and have only two players (Viktor
Arvidsson and Filip Forsberg) with more than two points.

18. New York Islanders: Scoring just nine goals in five
games is concerning, but surrendering only eight in that span
is comforting. Semyon Varlamov is looking hot.
19. Philadelphia Flyers: Carter Hart going Full Hextall may
be the spark this team needed. Or, it's a sign that they need
to get their act together before it's too late.
20. Columbus Blue Jackets: Patrik Laine brings potent goalscoring to town, but it cost Columbus its best center. Can
they survive with no high-end help down the middle?

29. Detroit Red Wings: The Wings have two wins and some
guys to cheer for (Bobby Ryan, Sam Gagner), so this
is...better than expected? Also, Moritz Seider is killing it in
Sweden.
30. New York Rangers: K'Andre Miller is looking good, Phil
Di Giuseppe has been a pleasant surprise and Adam Fox is
a point-per-gamer. For more positives, check out my burner
account on Twitter.
31. Ottawa Senators: The win over Toronto was fun, but
since then the Sens have reverted back to 'young and
scrappy' as opposed to 'maybe good.'
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Season opener Feb. 5!
Welcome to Wolves Insider: the report presented by Power
Crunch that gives you a taste of all Chicago Wolves
developments as the organization enters its 27th season.
WOLVES HOST SEASON OPENER FEB. 5
After nearly 11 months away from the ice thanks to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Chicago Wolves make their
triumphant return on Friday, Feb. 5, by hosting the Grand
Rapids Griffins in the 2020-21 season opener. The Wolves
will play 30 games this season — all of them against Central
Division foes.
Nearly everything has changed for the Wolves since Dylan
Coghlan’s overtime goal gave Chicago a 3-2 victory over the
Rockford IceHogs on March 8, 2020, at Allstate Arena.
Before the Wolves could play again, the 2019-20 AHL
season was suspended March 12 and canceled May 11.
Since that time, the Wolves have signed a three-year deal to
become partners with the NHL’s Carolina Hurricanes —
ending a three-year run with the Vegas Golden Knights. The
Wolves also signed a one-year affiliation agreement with the
Nashville Predators. The latter deal filled a need created
when the Milwaukee Admirals, Nashville’s traditional affiliate,
become one of three AHL teams unable to field a team for
this season. At any given time during this year, the Wolves
roster will be split roughly evenly between Carolina’s
prospects and Nashville’s prospects.
When the Wolves announced their partnership with Carolina
on Sept. 10, Ryan Warsofsky was named the new head
coach and Patrick Dwyer (a former Wolves forward) as an
assistant coach alongside returning assistant Bob Nardella.
Warsofsky, at 33 the AHL’s youngest head coach, served as
the Charlotte Checkers’ boss last year and as the top
assistant when Charlotte rallied to beat the Wolves in the
2019 Calder Cup Finals. Rocky Thompson, who served as
the Wolves’ head coach the last three years, moved to
become a San Jose Sharks assistant.
Last, but not least, this season marks the first time the
Wolves will not play their home games at Allstate Arena. All
15 home games will be played at the Chicago Wolves
training facility at Triphahn Ice Arena in Hoffman Estates. In
observance of the Illinois Department of Public Health’s
COVID-19 safety protocols, fans will not be permitted to
attend games or practices.

BE A PART OF THE CHICAGO WOLVES FAN GALLERY!
While fans are not allowed to attend Wolves home games
this season, that doesn’t mean their smiling faces can’t be
inside Triphahn Ice Arena for every game! How do fans get
inside the building? By joining the Chicago Wolves Fan
Gallery, presented by Hefty, with a purchase of their own
personalized cutout for just $50.
Each cutout will “attend” every home game. Then, at the end
of the season, each cutout will be autographed and sent to
fans as a permanent souvenir of the 2020-21 season. To
learn how to submit your picture and purchase your cutout,
click here.
JOIN US FOR PROJECT THRIVE
Together with the #SameHere Global Mental Health
Movement founded by veteran sports executive Eric Kussin,
the Chicago Wolves have launched Project Thrive — a multifaceted plan designed to change the conversation about
mental health in Chicago and provide opportunities for
people everywhere to learn from national experts in
integrative health.
Starting Feb. 4, the Wolves will host one-hour Zoom
sessions every other Thursday night. Each session will be
led by a national expert in integrative health, which is a 360degree, patient-focused approach to health care and
wellness. The topics include Sleep 101, Benefits of
Connecting with Nature, Stress and Diet, and The Power of
Being Active: To learn more or to sign up for the Zoom
sessions, visit the Project Thrive page here. You can also
contact Wolves Group Event Specialist Leslie Metcalf at
lmetcalf@chicagowolves.com.
WOLVES ON AHLTV THIS YEAR
This season’s Wolves games will be available exclusively on
AHLTV. It’s just $34.99 for a subscription package to see all
30 games — visit AHLTV.com to learn more.
Wolves Season Ticket Members can get a much better deal
by contacting their ticket representative or calling 1-800THE-WOLVES.
TOP LINE
KASIMIR KASKISUO
When the Wolves signed a one-year affiliation deal with the
Nashville Predators earlier this month, that meant goaltender
Kasimir Kaskisuo gets to return to Chicago. He helped the
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2017-18 Wolves capture the Central Division title as he
posted a 13-13-0 record with a team-leading 2.38 goalsagainst average and a .914 save percentage.
DAVID GUST
This Orland Park native signed a two-way contract during the
offseason to stay with the Carolina Hurricanes. The 26-yearold Ohio State graduate has spent the last three seasons in
the AHL and racked up 42 goals, 46 assists and a +11
plus/minus rating while playing for the Bakersfield Condors
and Charlotte Checkers.
JOEY KEANE
Keane, the New York Rangers’ third-round pick in 2018,
grew up in Homer Glen. The 21-year-old defenseman started
his pro career last year and earned AHL All-Rookie team
honors playing for Hartford and Charlotte. He notched 8
goals and 22 assists for Hartford before posting 1 goal and 6
assists in 7 games for the Checkers.

NEXT FIVE GAMES
vs.
Wednesday,
Rockford
2 p.m. Triphahn Ice Arena TBA
Jan. 27
(exhibition)
Friday, Feb. vs. Grand
5
Rapids

7 p.m. Triphahn Ice Arena AHLTV

Thursday,
Feb. 11

vs. Grand
Rapids

2 p.m. Triphahn Ice Arena AHLTV

Saturday,
Feb. 20

vs. Iowa

7 p.m. Triphahn Ice Arena AHLTV

Sunday,
Feb. 21

vs. Iowa

3 p.m. Triphahn Ice Arena AHLTV

NHL postpones another Carolina Hurricanes game, shuffles schedule
Mike Brehm
The NHL postponed a fourth Carolina Hurricanes game
because of COVID-19 protocols and rescheduled seven
games.
The Hurricanes, as of Sunday evening, had six players on
the COVID-19 protocol list, meaning an initial positive test,
players exhibiting symptoms or quarantining because of
potential exposure to someone with a positive test.
Jesper Fast was added to the list on Saturday, joining
Warren Foegele, Jordan Martinook, Jaccob Slavin, Jordan
Staal and Teuvo Teravainen.
As a result, Tuesday's game against the Tampa Bay
Lightning was postponed.

The games that will be moved (original date in parentheses,
all times p.m. ET):
-Carolina at Nashville (Jan. 19) now March 2 at 8.
-Florida at Carolina (Jan. 21) now Feb. 17 at 5.
-Florida at Carolina (Jan. 23) now March 7 at 5.
-Tampa Bay at Carolina (Jan. 26) now Feb. 22 at 7.
-Columbus at Carolina (Feb. 16) now Feb. 15 at 7.
-Florida at Tampa Bay (Feb. 16) now Feb. 15 at 7.
-Carolina at Tampa Bay (Feb. 22) now Feb. 24 at 5.
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FOX Sports Carolinas announces changes to Hurricanes 2020-21 broadcast schedule
RALEIGH – FOX Sports Carolinas, in conjunction with the
NHL and Carolina Hurricanes, announces February and
March schedule changes for the 2020-21 season.
Four Hurricanes games from Jan. 19-26 were postponed due
to the NHL health and safety protocols. The NHL has
rescheduled those four games in the months of February and
March, affecting other dates as well.
The game on Feb. 16 against the Columbus Blue Jackets
has been moved one day earlier to Feb. 15 in order to add a
makeup date against the Florida Panthers at home on Feb.
17 at 5 p.m.
The Feb. 22 away game against the Tampa Bay Lightning
will switch to a home game at PNC Arena. The Hurricanes
will then travel to Tampa for a two-game series on Feb. 2425, the first of which scheduled for 5 p.m. as a makeup for
the Jan. 26 postponement.

On Mar. 2, Carolina will play at the Nashville Predators, a
game that was postponed on Jan. 19. Following a home
game against the Detroit Red Wings on Mar. 4, the
Hurricanes will play a makeup game on Sunday, March 7 at
5 p.m. against the Panthers.
Carolina Hurricanes games on FOX Sports Carolinas are
widely available across North Carolina, South Carolina and
Georgia through cable, satellite and over-the-top providers,
including AT&T U-verse, AT&T TV, DirecTV and
Spectrum. The network’s complete and real-time schedule
can be found here with local channel listings here. Game
telecasts can also be streamed live on the FOX Sports GO
app with related content available on
the @CanesOnFSCR Twitter account,
the FOXSportsSouth Facebook
page, and @FOXSportsSouth Instagram account.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article248745245.html
https://theathletic.com/2344788/2021/01/25/hurricanes-lineup-predictions-covid-19-return/
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/01/hurricanes-game-tuesday-postponed-nhl-reschedules-missed-games/
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/canes-home-opener-postponed-again-team-reschedules-six-games/19490433/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-return-to-ice-in-small-groups-after-covid-shutdown/c-320691282
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-game-tuesday-postponed-6-rescheduled-due-to-covid-19/c-320690278
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-return-to-ice-in-small-groups/c-320694876
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/nhl-postpones-tuesdays-lightning-hurricanes-matchup/
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/01/25/nhl-postpones-hurricanes-lightning-announces-other-schedule-changes/
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/01/25/nhl-power-rankings-early-surprises-disappointments-and-mystery-teams/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/1/25/22248567/hurricanes-announce-schedule-changes-tuesdays-game-postponed
https://www.si.com/hockey/news/power-rankings-montreal-flying-high
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/01/25/wolves-insider-season-opener-feb-5/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/nhl/2021/01/25/nhl-covid-19-updates-hurricanes-postponed-schedule-shuffled/6700864002/
https://www.foxsports.com/carolinas/story/fox-sports-carolinas-announces-changes-to-hurricanes-2020-21-broadcast-schedule-012521
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Carolina Hurricanes

▪ Columbus at Carolina, from Feb. 16 to Feb. 15 (7 pm).
▪ Carolina at Tampa Bay, from Feb. 22 to Feb. 24 (5 pm).

Carolina Hurricanes home game vs. Tampa Bay Lightning on Tuesday
postponed by NHL

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
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Carolina Hurricanes

Hurricanes lineup predictions ahead of possible return to game action

JANUARY 25, 2021 10:42 AM,
By Sara Civian Jan 25, 2021
The Carolina Hurricanes will have to wait a few more days — at least —
to play again.
The NHL announced Monday that the Canes’ home game Tuesday
against the Tampa Bay Lightning had been postponed because of
Carolina’s COVID-19 protocol issues. It’s the fourth straight Carolina
game postponed, causing the league to readjust six games on its
schedule.

While the NHL announced Monday that the Hurricanes-Lightning game
Tuesday would be postponed due to the Hurricanes’ COVID-19 situation,
the Canes returned to practice in small groups Monday, plan to hold a full
practice Tuesday and expect to return to play Thursday against Tampa
Bay after 10 days and four postponed games.

The Hurricanes on Sunday had six players on the NHL’s COVID-19
protocol list: Defenseman Jaccob Slavin and forwards Jordan Staal,
Teuvo Teravainen, Jordan Martinook, Warren Foegele and Jesper Fast,
who was added to the list Saturday.

Now, Jordan Staal, Jesper Fast, Warren Foegele, Jordan Martinook,
Jaccob Slavin and Teuvo Teravainen are still on the NHL’s COVID
Protocol Related Absences list. Best case scenario? Only Staal is
cleared for Thursday.

The Canes are scheduled to host the Lightning, the 2020 Stanley Cup
champion, on Thursday at PNC Arena, and that game remains on the
schedule. The Hurricanes, who worked out in small groups Monday, said
they would have a full team practice Tuesday and remained hopeful of
playing the Lightning on Thursday.

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour knew he had to prepare for a situation like
this before the season even started.

The Canes have not been together as a team on the ice since topping
the Nashville Predators 4-2 on Jan. 18. The next day, the league
announced the Canes-Preds game set for Jan. 19 had been postponed.
The Canes have since had two home games against the Florida
Panthers postponed.

“We have beat this around a lot already and nobody really has a for sure
way to do it because of the uncertainty of everything,” he said, when I
asked him Jan. 7 if the Hurricanes’ strategy will favor NHL experience or
prospect potential. “Normally you’d say ‘We’re not going to have five
injuries,’ but with COVID going on you don’t know if five guys get taken
out, right? So you gotta have five guys ready, then you don’t want your
top prospects not playing. So is it better to have them down, playing in
the AHL, getting better? What do you think?”

The NHL, after reworking the schedule, announced Monday that
Tuesday’s game with the Lightning now will be played Feb. 22. The two
postponed Florida games at PNC Arena will be played Feb. 17 and
March 5. The game at Nashville that was postponed has been reset for
March 2.

Three games deep and this exact scenario has already unfolded for the
Canes. They went with a mixture of experience and potential on their taxi
squad with defensemen Jake Bean and Joakim Ryan, forwards Morgan
Geekie, Max McCormick and Steve Lorentz and goaltender Alex
Nedeljkovic.

Other changes: Columbus at Carolina, scheduled for Feb. 16, will be
played Feb. 15; Carolina at Tampa Bay, scheduled Feb. 22, was reset to
Feb. 24.

But who might get a look at NHL action? Where will players fit into this
makeshift lineup? And what strategies might the Canes implement in the
coming days?

The Canes were able to conduct some team work on Monday, breaking
up into four small groups. With 53 games scheduled in the next 100
days, practice time will be limited.

Strategies that maximize (or minimize?) NHL regulars

CANES SCHEDULE CHANGES

Will the Canes go all out in maximizing playing time for their NHL
regulars in the spirit of winning now, or will they opt for load management
in the spirit of not risking injury with at least 53 games in 100 days on
deck? Common sense says something in-between the two extremes.

▪ Carolina at Nashville, from Jan. 19 to March 2 (8 pm).
▪ Florida at Carolina, from Jan. 21 to Feb. 17 (5 pm).
▪ Florida at Carolina, from Jan. 23 to March 7 (5 pm).
▪ Tampa Bay at Carolina, from Jan. 26 to Feb. 22 (7 pm).

There are going to be a few fascinating developments Thursday beyond
who is playing.

The famously defense-happy Hurricanes have played around with an 11
forwards-7 defensemen scheme before. It isn’t always ideal — especially
for the seventh defenseman that usually ends up playing a handful of
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shifts at most — but it could make sense here where only one NHL
regular defenseman is out.
We also might see some full-game rendition of the Brind’Amour
Blendorama that typically occurs during the last five minutes of any loss.
Brind’Amour and the rest of the coaching staff have shown us they aren’t
afraid to get creative with in-game adjustments, so the comfort with
flexibility we’ve seen in the Brind’Amour era might pay off in a situation
like this.
Despite the unfortunate circumstances that brought us here, I’m excited
to see which strategies the Canes implement to respond to roster
adversity.

If the Canes roll out traditional lines, this is how I’d draw them up
assuming Staal is ready and we’re pulling from the taxi squad (Keeping
in mind that in-game adjustments are encouraged):
Svechnikov-Aho-Necas (Come on, just do it!)
Niederreiter-Staal-McGinn
Dzingel-Trocheck-McCormick
Lorentz-Geekie-The friends we made along the way/Nedeljkovic does
have an offensive flair …
Skjei-Hamilton

Who gets in, and where?

Gardiner-Pesce

To clarify, players don’t have to go through the taxi squad before joining
the NHL team in certain situations. Some teams have their AHL affiliate
following the NHL-level protocol, so players will be ready for an
immediate call-up. The Hurricanes have known about their situation for a
week or so now — if they wanted to call up an AHL player for Thursday’s
game, they could. But considering they’ve got the players most likely to
crack the lineup already on the taxi squad, there’s a good chance most if
not all replacement players Thursday come from there.

Fleury-Bean

And yet another disclaimer: We’ve already seen how fluid situations like
this are, and it’ll stay that way all season. It’s more likely than not the
Canes will play Thursday, and it’s more likely than not at least Foegele,
Martinook, Fast, Teravainen and Slavin will be sitting out, with Staal’s
status up in the air. But it would be silly to state any of this with 100
percent certainty. With the understanding that we’re operating from a
position of likelihood, we can attempt to predict the Hurricanes lines for
Thursday. Let’s start with remembering who we’re working with from last
game’s lines.
Niederreiter–Aho-X

Ryan
If you’re trying to roll out the best players you can in the most palpable
way, you might need to grin and bear an 11-7 stint. There’s a solid
chance the Canes could call up the likes of Sheldon Rempal or Jeremy
Bracco from the Wolves if they’re seeking a more traditional lineup. But
we’ve seen Brind’Amour toy with an 11-7 lineup before, and we’ve heard
him lament that the Canes (like any other team this season) have looked
sloppy at times to begin the season. The 11-7 configuration might give
the forwards a better opportunity to get into midseason form, so long as it
isn’t implemented for too long in a season now jam-packed with games.
The Athletic LOADED: 01.26.2021
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Tampa Bay Lightning

Lightning relishing Bucs’ Super Bowl berth

X-Trocheck–Necas
Svechnikov-X-X

By Eduardo A. Encina

Dzingel–Geekie (taxi squad)-McGinn

Published Yesterday

X-Hamilton

Updated Yesterday

Skjei-Pesce
Gardiner-Fleury
Potentially back: Staal
Now, we’ll assume Staal is good to go.
Niederreiter–Aho-X
Svechnikov-Staal-Necas
X-Trocheck-X
Dzingel–Geekie (taxi squad)-McGinn
X-Hamilton
Skjei-Pesce
Gardiner-Fleury
Svechnikov-Staal-Necas has been a go-to for Brind’Amour a few times
already this season, and as unpopular as it has been among the crowd
that wants to let Svechnikov fly, you saw how brutal the team’s faceoff
performance was in Staal’s absence. And Svechnikov is off to an
offensively productive start no matter where you put him. This is a line
that can eat big minutes, and that should be the main priority in this
situation.
Where do the new guys fit in?

TAMPA — The Lightning set the bar in establishing Tampa Bay as the
new home of sports champions.
Now, as the Bucs prepare to play in the Super Bowl, the Stanley Cup
champions find themselves rooting alongside the rest of the area’s sports
fans.
“At the end of the day, we’re all sports fans,” said Lightning captain
Steven Stamkos, who has rooted for the Bucs (and Rays) on social
media throughout the postseason. “I grew up playing all those sports, as
a kid and you kind of dream that you could be a professional athlete in a
different sport, too.
“So I watch those guys, I admire them. They’re inspiring for us as
athletes, too, to watch what they have to go through in order to achieve
their dreams.”
After the Bucs’ win over the Packers in the NFC Championship Game,
Stamkos tweeted that a Super Bowl win would be a great birthday
present. He turns 31 on Feb. 7, Super Bowl Sunday.
Head coach Jon Cooper joked that he hoped one of the Lightning’s
rescheduled games — they’ve had three postponed and five moved due
to opponents’ coronavirus issues — involved the series Feb. 8-9 in
Nashville. Because of that series, Super Bowl Sunday will be a travel day
for the Lightning.
“It’s too bad,” Cooper said, “because if there was ever supposed to be a
scheduling change in our season ...”
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Cooper said a camaraderie has been forged over the years between the
area’s teams. The Lightning felt support from the Bucs and Rays during
their Cup run, and they have rooted for their counterparts during their
postseasons. In addition to the Bucs, the Rays played in the World
Series and the Rowdies advanced to the USL Championship final.
Cooper said it’s more than that, though. The area’s sports teams share a
special bond with the Tampa Bay community, as well.
“It just seems, especially in the community here, like we’re all in this
together,” Cooper said. “It’s so much fun to watch. I feel sick for the fans
that they haven’t been able to watch actually in person the three teams
rise to the top. But there’s a sense of pride being from Tampa, and when
the team is representing your city so well, it’s great in so many different
ways, just for morale, especially in a time like this.”
One of the Lightning’s first stops after returning to Tampa with the
Stanley Cup was the first Bucs game open to fans on Oct. 4 at Raymond
James Stadium.
Lightning players decked out in Bucs jerseys celebrate with the Stanley
Cup in a luxury box during the Bucs' game against the Los Angeles
Chargers Oct. 4 at Raymond James Stadium.
Lightning players decked out in Bucs jerseys celebrate with the Stanley
Cup in a luxury box during the Bucs' game against the Los Angeles
Chargers Oct. 4 at Raymond James Stadium. [ DIRK SHADD | Times ]
“It’s been great to see the support that everyone’s giving each other,”
Stamkos said. “And it’s a great time for this community and all the people
here with everything that’s gone on this year to have something to kind of
distract them from that in a positive way and bring everyone together. It’s
been really fun to be part of.”
Stamkos got a taste of the area’s sports scene during his first season
with the Lightning, when the Rays went to their first World Series in 2008
and Tampa hosted the Super Bowl in 2009.
“It’s coming full cycle now, and it’s been it’s been really cool to be a part
of,” Stamkos said. “It’s really exciting. I really wish we could be
celebrating this with all the great fans here in Tampa. That would be quite
a run of sports here in the city. It’s been amazing to watch and obviously
to be part of.
“This city is very deserving of that. We have really loyal fan bases, and
it’s a great sports town. We’ve seen really everything come together this
year with four major sports teams making it to the finals, so it’s really fun
to be part of that. Hopefully the Bucs can win one more and we can
celebrate again.”
Lightning wing Blake Coleman grew up in football-mad Texas rooting for
the Dallas Cowboys. But he said he’s hopped on the Bucs bandwagon
this season, especially with Tom Brady in town.
“When it’s in your home city, it’s a lot of fun,” Coleman said. “Obviously,
you’re watching one of the greatest players to ever play the game of
football, so we’ve really enjoyed it. My whole family’s enjoyed it. It’s cool
how just a connection to a city can bring all that joy and entertainment to
you, and we’ve all been pulling for them in the locker room, so it’ll be
exciting to watch them here in a couple of weeks.”
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Lightning’s game at Carolina Tuesday rescheduled

BRANDON — The Lightning’s game scheduled for Tuesday at Carolina
has been postponed to Feb. 22, the league announced Monday.
As of now, Tampa Bay will play just four games over the first 15 days of
the season. It will pay for it later with more games on consecutive days
and fewer practice sessions.
As a result of the schedule changes, the Lightning will play three games
in four days from Feb. 22 to 25. In addition, they will play 10 games in an
18-day stretch in February that will include two sets of back-to-backs.
“It’s probably not ideal, but it gives you a little practice time up front when
you need it,” Lightning coach Jon Cooper said. “The key is, let’s make
sure we get our game down pat so we get to February and March, when
we can’t practice, we know what we’re doing.”
Tampa Bay was slated to host the Hurricanes on Feb. 22, but that game
has been moved to Feb. 24. The Lightning’s Feb. 16 home game against
the Florida Panthers has been moved up a day to Feb. 15.
The league has not made any announcement regarding the Lightning’s
game Thursday at Carolina. The Hurricanes had three games canceled
previously after five players landed on the league’s COVID-19 protocol
list. A sixth player went on the list Saturday.
With the status of their series in Carolina uncertain, the Lightning
returned home from their series in Columbus instead of traveling to
Raleigh, N.C., and returned to practice Monday at the TGH Ice Plex in
Brandon.
Two games against the Dallas Stars previously had been rescheduled,
extending the length of the Lightning’s regular season by two days by
moving games to May 4 and 10.
Injury updates
Neither center Mitchell Stephens or defenseman Erik Cernak practiced
Monday after leaving Saturday’s loss in Columbus with injuries.
The Lightning said Stephens, whose right ankle bent awkwardly as he
became entangled with Blue Jackets defenseman David Savard, is out
indefinitely with a lower-body injury.
Cernak is listed as day-to-day with an upper-body injury. Cernak came
out of the game after a hard hit into the boards in the first period.
Mathieu Joseph practiced at Stephens’ spot on the fourth line during
Monday’s practice, flanked by Pat Maroon and Alex Volkov.
Cooper said Joseph has played center in juniors and compared the
situation to when Carter Verhaeghe played the position last year in a
situation of need.
“It’s just, you need to find your way, your game to help your team win,”
Cooper said.
Tons of jump
Cooper was pleased with the intensity the team practiced with Monday in
its first day back on the ice following Saturday’s ugly loss in Columbus.
“You have three pretty decent games and then you play a dud,” Cooper
said. “And then we come back to work two days later, then usually we
have the guys’ attention after that. It was unfortunate, but I’m glad we’ve
got these few days here. We had an outstanding practice today. There
was tons of jump. The guys were alert.”
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By Eduardo A. Encina
Published Yesterday
Updated Yesterday

Lightning announce Reverse Retro jersey schedule

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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By Mari Faiello

Here’s a map of where his production has come from.

Published Yesterday
Updated Yesterday

A map showing Joe Pavelski's power-play goals and assists in the first
two games of the 2020-21 season, with goals in green and primary
assists in blue.

The Lightning are adding to their closet this season with the introduction
of a Reverse Retro jersey.

A map showing Joe Pavelski's power-play goals and assists in the first
two games of the 2020-21 season, with goals in green and primary
assists in blue.(Matthew DeFranks)

The jersey, based off the one the team wore when it won its first Stanley
Cup in 2003-2004, will be worn on these dates: Feb. 5 vs. Detroit, Feb.
25 vs. Carolina and March 18 vs. Chicago. Adidas released the design in
November, along with those for the NHL’s other 30 teams.
In addition, the Lightning will wear their black alternate “Disrupt the Night”
jerseys, introduced in February 2019, six times this season. Like last
season, the team will wear them for Saturday home games.
Those dates are: Jan. 30 vs. Nashville, Feb. 27 vs. Dallas, March 13 vs.
Nashville, March 20 vs. Chicago, April 3 vs. Detroit and April 17 vs.
Florida.
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Dallas Stars

Why the Stars’ power play is sizzling early, and how Ty Dellandrea
earned Dallas’ trust

By Matthew DeFranks4:52 PM on Jan 25, 2021 CST

The Stars had to wait longer than any other team for their season to start,
but they’ve wasted no time in rocketing up the leaguewide leaderboards
after sweeping a two-game series with Nashville over the weekend.
Dallas has already jumped to fourth place in the Central Division thanks
to 7-0 and 3-2 wins over the Predators. Its power play leads the league
by scoring on two-thirds of its chances. The Stars have two players with
at least five points already, and Anton Khudobin carries a .961 save
percentage.
It’s a picture-perfect start on the ice for the Stars — other than injuries to
Jamie Benn and Joel Kiviranta, and Blake Comeau’s inclusion on the
COVID-19 protocol list. The opening weekend allowed one main thing to
jump out: the potency of the power play.
The Stars have scored eight power play goals through the first two
games of the season, a remarkable achievement for a team that was
missing Tyler Seguin for both games, and Benn for one. In the first two
games, Dallas was twice as likely to score on the power play (eight
goals) than it was to come away empty-handed (four times).
There are a number of factors that went into the success, but here are a
few.

That’s one assist from behind the net, one from the point and one from
the neutral zone. He’s scored twice on one-timers from the left circle and
once on a deflection off his skate in front of the crease.
“I think it always enhances the power play when you have moving parts
and you aren’t glued to a spot,” Pavelski said. “We have that
understanding that sometimes, you’ve just got to get the puck back. We
have a lot of guys that have played different spots and you try to get to
your spots when you can and your sets, but there’s going to be times
where it’s broken.”
Moving players in the zone helps teams recover loose pucks and retain
possession, and Dallas is helped by the fact that Pavelski (net-front,
bumper, left circle, point), Alexander Radulov (net-front, right circle) and
John Klingberg (point, left circle) are so versatile in their placement in the
zone.
Perhaps Roope Hintz and Denis Gurianov will be one day as well, but
Gurianov is a one-timer weapon in the right circle, while Hintz roams the
left wing to find seam passes.
2. Getting traffic and pucks to the net
This is a simple concept, absolutely, but one that allows bounces to go
the Stars’ way.
In two games, the Stars have attempted 39 shots on the power play,
which translates to 129.04 shot attempts per 60 minutes on the power
play, the most in the NHL. Of course, not all of them got through (13 were
blocked) and others missed the net (eight), but challenging the penalty
kill makes opponents work more, and distorts their coverage scheme.
Getting pucks to the net allows skill to take over, like Radulov’s betweenthe-legs tip or Gurianov’s deflection. It gives Pavelski a chance to make a
savvy play by presenting his skate for a bank pass. It also gives Kiviranta
a chance for a fluky goal that bounced in off him.
Those plays won’t always result in goals, and especially not at the rate
the Stars scored over the weekend. But it’s nonetheless a sign of a
healthy power play that’s dictating the action.
“Right now, they’re feeling it,” Stars coach Rick Bowness said. “With the
skill level that we’re putting out there, when they’re feeling, they’re
making great plays, clearly.
“And the puck’s going in, which is certainly beneficial. Right now, you can
just feel the confidence that they have. They’re moving for each other.”
Here’s how the eight power play goals broke down by type:
Category Goals

The power play

Tip or deflection

1. Player movement within the zone

One-timer 3

Power play units often have defined roles for players: This player stands
here and shoots, this player parks in front of the net to bury rebounds.
The Stars do have a structure that they try to work within, but the first two
games have proved that player movement within the offensive zone has
been key in getting different looks.

Rush

Joe Pavelski is the greatest example. In the first two games on the power
play, he has three goals and three primary assists. Pavelski is one of the
best puck-tippers and finishers around the net in the NHL, so surely all of
his scoring came from that area, right?

4

1

3. Options entering the offensive zone
The Stars would like to win the faceoff to begin the power play, but they
have been just as successful in entering the zone even after losing the
faceoff and retrieving a cleared puck. Klingberg is a big reason why,
along with Hintz and Gurianov.
When the Stars collect the puck behind their own net, it’s Klingberg and
Hintz back there. They play a two-man game of catch before Hintz skates
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up the left wing for a pass as he enters the zone with speed. It’s a play
Hintz and Miro Heiskanen ran often last year, and something that
Klingberg now dictates.
But Hintz is not the only option, not by a long shot.
As Hintz is skating up the left side, Gurianov is cutting to the middle at
the blue line. If the defender goes to Hintz, Klingberg has Gurianov open
in the middle of the ice. Sometimes, it even works out that Gurianov is
fast enough to corral a loose puck that slips past him.
“They’re both coming up on their forehands, so I have two options to give
it to,” Klingberg said. “I’m just trying to read off what their first forechecker
is doing, if he’s trying to cut away to Roope or Denis. Eventually, he’s
going to have to make a decision there, and he’s going to be standing a
little bit still. I’m going to try to see who’s more open than the other. If that
doesn’t work, we have other options too, and drop plays and all that.”
Okay, but what if the other team picks up Hintz way up ice and doesn’t
even let him get the puck from Klingberg initially — as Erik Haula does in
this clip? Well, Klingberg has Radulov as an option on a long stretch
pass.
Sure, but what if they shadow Hintz and Gurianov through the neutral
zone, taking away Klingberg’s primary options as he approaches the blue
line? Pavelski is waiting at the boards for an easy entrance.
Even when Nashville packed it in and ceded open ice to Klingberg, he
took it and carried the puck in himself and allowed the Stars space to set
up their attack.
The Stars have armed Klingberg with bullets in Hintz and Gurianov,
guaranteed an open man somewhere on the ice, and allowed him to read
the play and be the triggerman. Klingberg is one of the best offensive
defensemen in the league, and skilled at finding passing lanes, so giving
him options on the power play has been a smart move by power play
coach Derek Laxdal.
Ty Dellandrea’s first two NHL games
Dellandrea has become a familiar name to Stars fans in the last three
years: he was the team’s first-round pick in 2018 at the draft in Dallas,
tore up the OHL in his final year there, won gold with Canada at the
World Juniors, and is one of the franchise’s top prospects.
He’d played in preseason games, and in the exhibition game in the
Edmonton bubble, but made his NHL debut Friday night against
Nashville. A natural right-handed, two-way center, Dellandrea shifted to
right wing on a line with Andrew Cogliano and Radek Faksa, filling in for
Comeau.
“He understands the game, he makes good reads and he skates very,
very well,” Bowness said. “He competes very hard. You throw those
things together, and you’ve got a pretty disciplined player who’s going to
grow and become a very big part of this team moving forward.”
Bowness showed both Friday and Sunday that he trusts Dellandrea an
awful lot for a 20-year-old rookie playing in his first NHL regular-season
games. Dellandrea was on the penalty kill both games, on the second
power play unit Sunday night, took key right-handed faceoffs late in the
game, and was on the ice for the final minutes when Nashville pulled its
goalie.
On Sunday, in a one-goal game, Dellandrea logged 16:16 of ice time,
including four shifts in the final eight minutes. His usage demonstrates
that the Stars coaches trust him to be responsible defensively and help
close out a win. (For comparison, offensive-minded rookie winger Jason
Robertson was on the bench for the last 10:54 of Sunday’s game.)
How did Dellandrea earn trust so quickly?
It started even before his debut this season, as Bowness pointed out that
Dellandrea played this role on Team Canada at the WJC in 2019. It
carried into training camp, when players credited Dellandrea with
ratcheting up the intensity.

And it continues with reading off his teammates to make responsible
decisions. In these next clips, Dellandrea notices defensemen Jamie
Oleksiak and Miro Heiskanen activating on defense and replaces them at
the point.
It’s something that happens tens of times during NHL games, but it still
remains important for the style of game the Stars want to play, and it is a
small thing that coaches notice when they think about who to trust
defensively on the ice. Coaches often talk about players not cheating for
offense, and this is an example that allows the Stars to maintain
possession and protect against odd-man rushes the other way.
“It’s definitely more thinking, more to prepare and that’s fun,” Dellandrea
said. “I’ve noticed being here how there’s a lot of thinking, a lot of tight
detail and it’s fun that way. You’re trying to figure out a game and win
mentally, physically. There’s a lot more read and react and adjusting, and
I like that.”
There are a few other instances of Dellandrea doing this over the
weekend, but those clips would be redundant.
Dellandrea has become a regular part of the Stars penalty kill with
Seguin and Comeau out (both right-handed forwards who can take
faceoffs). When Pavleski needs a breather, Bowness doesn’t hesitate to
put Dellandrea at the dot in his own zone.
Blocking shots like this on the penalty kill also draws coaches’ attention.
Dellandrea has also been able to sneak out of his own zone to generate
scoring chances on the rush, both at even strength and shorthanded. Not
many of the chances were Grade-A ones, but it still shows an ability and
awareness to read the play correctly and time his zone exit well.
“The thing with Ty is I think he’s a really conscientious kid,” Cogliano
said. “I think he’s a guy that’s accepting of information, and you can tell
he has really strong character. When you have a player and a person like
that, he’s just going to want to get better. He’s going to learn things very
quickly.”
It hasn’t been perfect for Dellandrea in two games, though. At times, the
6-1, 190-pound rookie has been pushed around in front of the net and
along the boards. Bowness and the Stars also realize that sometimes,
even with the right decision, Dellandrea will get beat simply because of
the size, skill and speed of NHL players.
But for a 20-year-old making his NHL debut, it’s been quite the start to
the season.
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Alex DeBrincat and Adam Boqvist added to NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list
and won’t be available for the Chicago Blackhawks until cleared

By CHICAGO TRIBUNE STAFF
JAN 25, 2021 AT 4:47 PM

Chicago Blackhawks forward Alex DeBrincat and defenseman Adam
Boqvist were added to the NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list Monday, making
the duo unavailable for games, practice or travel until removed from the
list.
According to a Hawks statement, a player can be added to the list for an
initial positive test that remains unconfirmed, isolation for a symptomatic
individual, quarantine for a high-risk close contact, isolation for a
confirmed positive test or quarantine for travel.
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The Hawks are scheduled to play back-to-back games against the
Predators on Tuesday and Wednesday in Nashville, Tenn. They return to
the United Center for games Friday and Sunday against the Columbus
Blue Jackets.
DeBrincat and Boqvist have played in all six games this season, with
DeBrincat ranking second on the team in scoring behind Patrick Kane
with six points (two goals, four assists). Boqvist has three assists.
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Connor Murphy and Nikita Zadorov were dominant together Sunday
against the Red Wings.
In the first period of the Blackhawks’ first game against the Red Wings,
Connor Murphy’s pairing with Nikita Zadorov looked completely
dysfunctional.
By the third period of the second game, Murphy and Zadorov were
wrapping up a dominant performance.
The equally dysfunctional opponent means their transformation should
be taken with a grain of salt, but Murphy’s near-perfect game with
Zadorov on Sunday nonetheless revealed the potential for that duo to
evolve into the Hawks’ shutdown defensive pair.

Blackhawks’ Alex DeBrincat, Adam Boqvist put on NHL’s COVID-19
protocol list

“Just two bigger guys that are going to take pride in defending,” Murphy,
27, said after the 6-2 victory. “Tonight we seemed to do a better job of
closing guys down on whoever’s side of the ice it was, and then being
close to support each other to try to make good plays out of our zone.”

By Ben Pope Jan 25, 2021, 4:58pm CST

The Hawks had more attempts than the Wings (14-7) and more chances
(8-5) during the pair’s ice time.

The Blackhawks’ roster is no longer untouched by COVID-19.
Forward Alex DeBrincat and defenseman Adam Boqvist were put on the
NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list Monday, the league announced.
No additional information was immediately available. Players can end up
on the protocol list by testing positive, showing symptoms and isolating or
coming in contact with someone who tested positive.
DeBrincat and Boqvist are close friends off the ice, so the contact-tracing
situation might apply here. If one or both did test positive, they’d be
required to isolate for at least 10 days and would miss the Hawks’ next
six games at the minimum as currently scheduled.
The rest of the Hawks traveled to Nashville on Monday and are
scheduled to play a back-to-back against the Predators on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Teams can, and often do, play games even with some players absent
and on the COVID-19 list. The Red Wings were missing five players for
that reason Friday and Sunday against the Hawks.
Not since Corey Crawford during the pre-playoff training camp in July has
a Hawk publicly acknowledged or missed any in-season time because of
the coronavirus, but the team has been more fortunate than many others
in that regard.
The absences of DeBrincat and Boqvist will create big holes in the
lineup. DeBrincat — with six points through six games — has been
playing on the first line alongside Pius Suter and Patrick Kane, while
Boqvist was paired with Duncan Keith on Sunday.
Matthew Highmore, Lucas Wallmark or Brandon Pirri could replace
DeBrincat. Lucas Carlsson, Wyatt Kalynuk or Nicolas Beaudin could step
in for Boqvist.
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Connor Murphy, Nikita Zadorov show they can be shutdown pair for
Blackhawks

By Ben Pope
CST Jan 25, 2021, 1:53pm CST

That possession advantage translated into zero Wings goals and three
Hawks goals, including Murphy’s second-period top-shelf snipe that
shifted the momentum.
Murphy, in particular, was in optimal form.
He maintained excellent gap control and positioning in his own zone and
also won the puck back numerous times, made clean plays to jump-start
transition attacks and jumped into the play himself at the right times.
The goal extended his point streak to four games, the longest of his
career. Previously never much of an offensive threat, Murphy ranks fifth
in points among all NHL defensemen this season.
“[Murphy is] so strong in battles and getting on the right side and [being]
physical,” coach Jeremy Colliton said. “He helps us get out of the Dzone. His puck play has continued to improve. He’s making a lot more
clean plays on the breakout once he does get the puck back, and that
helps. He’s also willing to join as a fourth or fifth guy on the attack.”
Sunday’s excellence demonstrated how much Murphy and Zadorov, who
didn’t know each other until roughly a month ago, have jelled since first
being put together Jan. 19 in Florida (three games ago).
Their first two outings together were subpar, with opponents generating
more attempts than the Hawks (29-25) and more chances (15-11) during
their ice time. And in the aforementioned first period Friday against the
Wings, Murphy had to motion to or yell at Zadorov several times to get in
the right position.
After spending more time together, though, their communication
improved dramatically Sunday.
“That’s always going to happen when it’s someone that’s new on a team,
and then especially new as a pair,” Murphy said. “You seem to develop
chemistry on certain plays, whether it’s neutral zones or even off draws
or in the O-zone. You know where a guy’s going to be at a certain spot
on the ice.
“I didn’t even know that I was completely open on a couple of ‘D’-to-‘D’
[passes], and he’s got a good view on his peripheral . . . to be able to see
me and snap it over.”
Their rapid improvement together is especially encouraging because of
how nicely their unity allows the rest of the defensive pairs to sort out.
Duncan Keith and Adam Boqvist possess strong chemistry after
spending much of 2019-20 together, and an ultra-veteran partner like
Keith is probably most beneficial for Boqvist as he goes through his
current growing pains. Calvin de Haan and Ian Mitchell, meanwhile, are
fast developing a similarly fruitful relationship.
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If Murphy and Zadorov can translate their breakout game into a
consistent run of shutdown defense — something the Hawks haven’t
experienced much in recent seasons — the Hawks will benefit and young
Boqvist and Mitchell will, too.
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Inside Kevin Lankinen’s journey from tireless playoff observer to
Blackhawks’ starting goalie

By Ben Pope Jan 25, 2021, 6:30am CST

For 18 days in the NHL’s playoff bubble last summer, Blackhawks goalie
Kevin Lankinen observed, analyzed and learned.
The Hawks’ fourth-string goalie at the time, he knew he never would hit
the ice himself. So he made the experience into a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to watch many of the best goalies in the world play, one after
another.
‘‘Not just one game, not just your team, but all the teams — and on TV
and at the arena,’’ Lankinen said. ‘‘That was a huge learning lesson for
me.’’
Five months later, Lankinen has risen from fourth-stringer to starter. He
made his NHL debut last week and earned his first two victories Friday
and Sunday, saving 55 of 58 shots against the Red Wings.
His bright personality, steadfast self-belief and well-rounded skills have
made him an instant hit on a team desperately searching for a spark at
the position.
‘‘He has a quiet confidence to him that you love to see in a goaltender,’’
coach Jeremy Colliton said. ‘‘He plays under control, but he is athletic, as
well.
Lankinen, a 25-year-old Finn who made the jump to North America in
2018 and played the last two seasons primarily in Rockford, might not
have had such confidence if he was put in this role last January.
But 2020, a horrible year for most people, was a good one for Lankinen.
‘‘It’s been crazy, but...I always like to think about, ‘OK, what can you
learn from this?’ ’’ he said. ‘‘And there has been so much to learn from
everything.’’
From the lockdowns and quarantines, Lankinen learned to maximize his
workouts — he says he’s stronger, faster and more agile than ever —
and refresh his mindset.
And from three weeks trapped in the bubble in Edmonton, Alberta,
Lankinen learned from a laundry list of NHL goalies. Corey Crawford,
Marc-Andre Fleury, Robin Lehner, Mikko Koskinen, Mike Smith and
Philipp Grubauer all came to mind.
‘‘I wanted to see, [for] certain goalies, how they play every single night
and how they do warmups and what their habits are like,’’ Lankinen said.
‘‘On TV, you always see what’s happening when the situation is on your
end; you see the guys following the puck.
‘‘But I wanted to see what happens off the puck, too. How [do] they track
and how do they read the play? What’s their demeanor like when the
puck is not in their end?’’
So every day, Lankinen and a contingent of fellow prospects made the
pilgrimage to Rogers Place to observe the wall-to-wall schedule of
games from the Hawks’ team suite.

Despite 154 games of pro experience, Lankinen never had played a
minute in the NHL, so his dedicated postseason viewing opened his eyes
to a new level.
‘‘One thing that stuck with me is that the NHL is so fast that you have to
be a really good skater as a goalie,’’ he said. ‘‘You have to be able to
beat passes on your feet and move around. It’s not just about being a big
body on the puck because the puck is going all over the place, so you
have to make reads. . . . That all comes out of the footwork.’’
Lankinen worked to improve his footwork and play-reading this
offseason. Getty
He noticed, for example, how different Lehner and Fleury managed their
respective starts for the Knights. Lehner sat deep in his crease, relying
on his positioning and ‘‘just waiting for guys to come at him.’’ Fleury
challenged shooters aggressively, relying on his athleticism. Both had
great success.
Lankinen took mental notes all the while, then integrated the small details
he liked most into his own approach after leaving the bubble and
resuming his training this fall.
‘‘There’s always something to learn from every goalie, but you don’t want
to be like this guy or that guy,’’ he said. ‘‘You want to take the best things
out of here and there and adapt what suits you best.’’
It turned out his offseason training provided an opportunity to study
another playoff hero. Under new goalie coach Marko Torenius, Lankinen
practiced alongside Blue Jackets goalie Joonas Korpisalo, whose absurd
.941 save percentage in the 2020 postseason led the league.
Together, Lankinen and Korpisalo prioritized two skills: reading plays and
footwork — Lankinen’s biggest playoff takeaways. Lankinen also asked
Korpisalo, a close friend since age 15, all about the NHL.
‘‘You get that guy who’s been there and who has gone through the same
path and can tell you mental stuff,’’ Lankinen said. ‘‘Just being [someone]
you can talk to is one thing, but . . . when you’re skating [with] a guy day
in and day out, you see all of his habits. You pick the best habits he has
and try to implement that to your game.’’
When Lankinen reported to training camp this winter, he did so as a far
more refined, knowledgeable goalie than the one the Hawks knew
previously.
It took only two weeks of camp battles and three games of backup duties
until Lankinen’s evolution into an NHL-ready goalie came to light. And
that was no surprise to the man himself.
‘‘I feel confident,’’ he said Friday. ‘‘I feel calm. And I feel like my game is
right there where it needs to be.’’
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Blackhawks' DeBrincat, Boqvist placed in COVID-19 protocol

John Dietz
Updated1/25/2021 4:57 PM

After three weeks with no COVID-19 issues, the Blackhawks were hit
with bad news Monday when they were forced to place forward Alex
DeBrincat and defenseman Adam Boqvist in COVID-19 protocol.
Because they are unable to travel, they will both miss the Hawks' games
at Nashville on Tuesday and Wednesday. Their absence could be
because:
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• Of an initial positive test which remains unconfirmed.
• A confirmed positive test.
• They must quarantine as a high-risk close contact.
• They must isolate due to being symptomatic.
The NHL's policy is to release names of players who are in COVID
protocol but not to give the reason or provide a timeline for the absense.
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Hawks' Murphy shows a bit of scoring touch

John Dietz
Updated1/25/2021 4:57 PM

Connor Murphy knows his job description on the Blackhawks.
It's to shut down the opponent's top players. To get out of the defensive
zone as quickly and efficiently as possible. And to be a relentless, shotblocking machine on the penalty kill.
If Murphy excels in these areas, it bodes well for the Hawks and gives
them a chance to win every night.
But that doesn't mean the veteran defenseman is going to pass up
scoring chances when they present themselves.
"Everyone can get used to scoring, yes," Murphy said after the Hawks' 62 victory Sunday over Detroit at the United Center. "It's always something
you have fun with."
Which is exactly what Murphy did after pounding home his second goal
of the season after a puck slithered to him in the second period. After the
shot found its mark -- giving the Hawks a 3-1 lead -- Murphy turned to the
stands and gave an awkward-looking arm pump.
Normally, he would have been met by a sea of excited fans -- all
screaming their lungs out -- as he approached the glass.
But that obviously won't be happening anytime soon.
"There's definitely a lot of emotion that goes into scoring with the fans
and especially at home with our building and the goal song," Murphy
said. "That's something that everyone misses. I imagine the guys that
score a lot, like Kaner, miss that even more than when I get my hereand-there (goal)."
Those here-and-there goals are happening with a bit more regularity of
late. During Murphy's first five seasons, he scored just 15 times in 334
games. That works out to 3.7 goals per season.

that model to make sure you're keeping up with those things. If you don't
have those things down, your game isn't going to grow."
Which it most certainly has since Murphy arrived in Chicago after general
manager Stan Bowman acquired him from Arizona for Niklas
Hjalmarsson in 2017. That first season was definitely a tough one,
especially early on when Murphy was scratched three times in the first 12
games. He sat out three more times as well and ended up averaging a
career-low 16 minutes, 22 seconds of ice time.
Although the injury bug has bit him a few times since, Murphy has done a
nice job evolving his game to fit the frenetic pace of today's NHL.
An avid golfer, he's happy to tee up more and more shots on the ice in
recent years as well. After averaging 1.1 shots on goal during his first
four campaigns, Murphy has thrown 1.43, 1.62 and 2.02 shots on net
over the past three seasons.
"He's put some work into it," coach Jeremy Colliton said. "He's grown a
lot more comfortable being active, jumping in off the rush as the fourth
guy, finding a way to get pucks through (on shots).
"A lot of times from the top in the zone, it's not so much about going bar
down on point shots. It's finding the net, getting it past the first block.
"Typically a lot of good things happen after that. He's defending really
well, so when you do that, the guys you're with have the puck and you
have the opportunity to chip in a little more offensively."
By the numbers
Connor Murphy's career statsSeason, team GP G A Pts. SOG TOI
2013-14, Coyotes 30 1 7 8 1.0 17:59
2014-15, Coyotes 73 4 3 7 0.99 16:48
2015-16, Coyotes 78 6 11 17 1.3 20:30
2016-17, Coyotes 77 2 15 17 1.05 19:11
2017-18, HAWKS 76 2 12 14 1.43 16:22
2018-19, HAWKS 52 5 8 13 1.62 19:29
2019-20, HAWKS 58 5 14 19 2.02 21:15
2020-21, HAWKS 6 2 3 5 1.83 22:27
GP: Games played; SOG: Shots on goal per game; TOI: Average time on
ice
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Former Blackhawks goalie Darling signs tryout deal with Rockford

John Dietz

Over his last two-plus campaigns, though, Murphy has scored 12 times in
116 contests -- or 8.5 per 82 games.

Updated1/25/2021 2:08 PM

While no one will ever mistake him for Roman Josi, Alex Pietrangelo,
Brent Burns or Dougie Hamilton, Murphy has nonetheless made a
concerted effort to fine-tune his craft.

Former Blackhawks goaltender and Lemont native Scott Darling signed a
Professional Tryout deal with the Rockford IceHogs.

This off-season, for example, Murphy did plenty of on-ice work with Brian
Keane, the founder of the locally-based Prodigy Hockey. They worked on
producing consistent, flat passes up to the forwards out of the defensive
zone and also tried to make him more dangerous while skating with the
puck.
"You're always trying to add things or even just fine-tune things," Murphy
said. "You hear about top players working a lot of basics. Try to follow

Darling, who was also on a PTO with the Florida Panthers during training
camp, played in Austria for Innsbruck HC last season. He posted an .898
save percentage and 3.34 goals-against average in 33 games.
Darling last played in the NHL in 2018-19 when he made 8 appearances
for Carolina. He was traded to the Hurricanes for a third-round pick after
the 2016-17 campaign and quickly signed a four-year, $16.6 million deal.
Darling spent this off-season living in Chicago with his wife.
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Scott Darling signs PTO with Blackhawks' AHL affiliate

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS

Scott Darling is returning to the Blackhawks organization after the
Rockford IceHogs announced Monday that they have signed the 2015
Stanley Cup champion to a professional tryout agreement.
Darling, 32, had a 64-39-17 record with a 2.37 goals-against average,
.923 save percentage and four shutouts across three seasons with the
Blackhawks from 2014-17. He also went 3-1 in the first round of the 2015
Stanley Cup Playoffs and had a .936 save percentage in five
appearances.
Darling's negotiating rights were traded by the Blackhawks on April 28,
2017 to the Carolina Hurricanes, where he spent the next two seasons.
He most recently spent the 2019-20 campaign overseas.
Darling joins an IceHogs goaltending group that includes Tom Auburn,
Cale Morris and Matt Tomkins, who's the only one of the four on an NHL
contract. The IceHogs are scheduled to open their season on Feb. 5.
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Why the Chicago Blackhawks wear their numbers, 2021 edition

By Scott Powers Jan 25, 2021

Blackhawks equipment manager Troy Parchman has been busier in
recent years.
The Blackhawks have made some changes, which means Parchman’s
been handing out new numbers. Some players get the number they
want. Others have to be flexible. As Parchman previously explained,
there is a process to it and some rules he follows.

Alex DeBrincat, 12: When I went to Erie (OHL), I didn’t have many
numbers to choose from. I just kind of got 12. It’s been working out well
for me, so I stuck with it. I like it, but whatever number doesn’t really
matter to me. I have numbers I like, but it doesn’t really matter. Just kind
of stick with whatever they give me.
Mattias Janmark, 13: It was open when I got to pick in Dallas. There were
fun numbers open. I actually wore it one year in juniors back home and
we won that year, so that’s why I kind of chose it in Dallas because I
wore it once and had a good result. Now I feel I don’t need to change
that. It’s been good for me here in the NHL, so just want to roll on with it.
Nikita Zadorov, 16: My dad’s favorite player was Vladimir Petrov. He was
in a line with (Boris) Mikhailov and (Valeri) Kharlamov. My dad was
growing up watching him play, and it was his favorite player. I guess
when he brought me to hockey they picked that number for me.
Dylan Strome has been No. 17 since he joined the Blackhawks. (Dennis
Wierzbicki / USA Today)
Dylan Strome, 17: I was 16 all the way growing up. That’s because my
dad was always 16. His favorite player was Bobby Clarke. So, that’s why
(my brother Ryan and I) wore 16 up to junior. Then my brother was 17
and 18 in the OHL. When I went to Erie, 16 was retired by Brad Boyes,
so I chose 19. I just love 19. I don’t know why, for who, (Joe) Thornton
maybe. I just like 19. And then went to Arizona and obviously 19’s a
pretty good player there (Shane Doan), so I couldn’t wear that. So they
just gave me 20. I was always OK on 20. Obviously I got here, and they
said, well, you can’t use 19, we got a 20, 9 was taken obviously, so 17
was just there. No real reason. I don’t mind 17. It’s OK. I actually do like
it. It’s grown on me a lot. I wasn’t sure I was going to like it, but I like it.
Jonathan Toews, 19: I always joke with Troy Murray that he’s the reason,
you know? But obviously, it’s been a special number to me growing up.
Some of my favorite players wore it. I always loved wearing No. 9. When
I came here, it wasn’t an option, unfortunately. It’s obviously retired with
Bobby (Hull). No. 19 was the classic number that I thought fit me pretty
well, so it just worked out great when I came here.
Ryan Carpenter, 22: I was 22 in college, then I made Twitter name
CarpyDeuces. When I was in pro, my first year in Worcester I was 22,
and then I was in San Jose, they just kind of give you 40. They gave me
40 when I was rookie. I kind of kept it when I was in Vegas. This is really
the first time in the NHL I got to pick my number, so went back to my old
college number.
Philipp Kurashev, 23: I always wore it when it was available since I was a
real young kid. It was like the first number I chose when we were able to
pick. So, I try to keep it if it’s available.

So let’s dive into the 2021 Blackhawks and why wear their numbers:

Pius Suter, 24: I’m born 24th May. I used to have it. My number 44 was
taken, so 24 was the next thing I would take.

Duncan Keith, 2: That was the number I got when I had it in my stall in
Norfolk when I got sent down (to the AHL) when I was 20. Stuck with me
ever since. No idea.

Adam Boqvist, 27: I just got it when I was drafted and signed. I had 27
when I was younger. I’m not going to change — only if Jeremy Roenick
gets mad or something. I can play with that.

Connor Murphy, 5: There’s a couple. Nick Lidstrom was always my
favorite player. And then my dad (Gord Murphy) wore No. 5. He played
14 years in the NHL and always wore it, so I followed that.

Malcolm Subban, 30: (Martin) Brodeur. I watched Brodeur a lot. I liked
him. I liked (Henrik) Lundqvist. I liked (Marc-Andre) Fleury also (who
wears 29), but Brodeur and Lundqvist, two in one. If I could be 29 1/2, I
would have. But those two guys growing up I liked to watch a lot. That’s
why I wear 30.

Brent Seabrook, 7: I wore it as a kid. I always liked the No. 7. I was 77
and 27 in summer hockey. I always liked 7 and I was lucky enough to
have it. I always just sort of stuck with it. It was the jersey they gave me
in juniors, which I was pretty pumped about, and the jersey that they
gave me here. It’s pretty cool.
Dominik Kubalik, 8: My number? It’s tough to say. I was using 18 since I
was young. Then I moved to Switzerland, but 18 was taken, so I just
switched numbers to 81. Right now, I got 8. Obviously I wanted 18, but
18 (Denis Savard) is in the rafters. And 81, you know, Marian Hossa. It
would probably be really, really tough to have that pressure on my back.
So, I picked No. 8.

Kevin Lankinen, 32: I’ve been liking 32 a whole lot. I kind of waited for a
chance to wear it. I’ve been wearing 30 for awhile. But this year I wanted
to come up with something new. One of my favorite goalies, like Kari
Lehtonen and Niklas Backstrom, and those guys wear 32. I kind of want
to keep that Finnish legacy going, too.
Carl Soderberg, 34: Thirty-four was my first number as a junior player
and it has been my number during my career as an NHL player. I still
have my first stick, a green Cooper wooden stick with 34 on.
Matthew Highmore, 36: Honestly, I didn’t choose it, but I kind of like it.
The guys who have kind of come before me, a guy like Dave Bolland. It’s
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cool to be able to wear the same number that he did. No reason behind
it, but it’s cool to wear it.
Brandon Hagel, 38: I have no idea. It’s the number I was given.
Calvin de Haan, 44: It’s funny. Actually, I was playing I think it was my
first season in Bridgeport, I was assigned No. 3. Like right when I got
drafted, I had No. 3, wore that for a few training camps. Then Travis
Hamonic took it that season when I was in Bridgeport. Then I got it
changed to No. 24 and then Steve Staios ended up making the Isles and
he took 24. So, then I got assigned 44. That’s pretty much it. I’ve been
fortunate enough that I haven’t run into a guy like Chris Pronger, who
wore 44. I’ve been lucky enough to keep it so far.
Lucas Carlsson, 46: The first time I got (23) was when I was 15. I had a
couple numbers to choose between and I chose 23. I really like it, so I
kept it (and was wearing it in Rockford). But, 46, I just got it at training
camp. I wasn’t allowed to choose, but it’s fine. It works.
Ian Mitchell, 51: Fifteen was my number and Zack Smith had it when I
was getting to choose. Troy Parchman, our equipment manager, said,
what about 51? That’s Brian Campbell’s old number. When they said
that, I think that was really great for me because he was kind of a guy I
looked up to growing up. To be able to wear it on the Hawks too is pretty
cool, so I like it a lot.

Alex Nylander, 92: Obviously I like it a lot because my dad (Michael
Nylander) wore it. I got to keep it in the family business, got it to keep
going. I wore it when I was younger too. I really like the number too.
When I get to choose my number, I always choose 92. I was lucky and
fortunate to be able to carry this number here. The last person who had
(No. 92 with the Blackhawks) was my dad too. That’s awesome.
The Athletic LOADED: 01.26.2021
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The Athletic / DGB weekend power rankings: We have a trade to
announce…

By Sean McIndoe Jan 25, 2021

We’ll get to the games in a bit, but this was one of those weekends
where the wins and losses weren’t the big story. Instead, we had a trade
to announce. And not just any trade, but a legitimate blockbuster that
was also an old-fashioned hockey trade.

Collin Delia, 60: It’s the number Troy Parchman gave me when I came
here. Growing up, I was No. 61. Last year, I was 1. I’ve been 1 for
probably six years now. I was like, well, 61 minus 1, 60. I don’t know. It
just worked out. I like it. I like that it’s a nice round number, I guess. I
don’t know, it looks good on the jersey. I’m not really too picky about that.
It’s just kind of a nuisance really. Sixty is just a cool number. Crow is 50. I
think Parchy gave him that too at training camp. Maybe it’s kind of a
running theme with the goalies now just take whatever you’re given, don’t
complain.

Sort of. We’ll get to that.

David Kampf, 64: It was just given to me. I had No. 10 and 11 back
home. I like 64, it’s the number 10, six and four, so it’s good.

3RD ROUND PICK

Andrew Shaw, 65: It was one given to me at camp and just stuck with it.
It was the one they gave me my first game. I had a good first game, so I
might as well keep the number and it’s become who I am. There’s not a
lot of 65s out there. It was pretty much easy to get when I went to
Montreal and obviously they still had it when I came back. It’s a number
I’ve had a lot of success and it’s become a part of me.
Lucas Wallmark, 71: I got that number when I came over from Sweden,
and I like it, so have used that number since then. Nothing special.
Brandon Pirri, 73: Quoting Sheldon Cooper, 73 is the 21st prime number.
Its mirror, 37, is the 12th, and its mirror, 21, is the product of multiplying
seven and three … and in binary, 73 is a palindrome, 1001001, which
backwards is 1001001.
Kirby Dach, 77: I used to wear 7 all the time as a kid. I got to Saskatoon
and the number was retired (for Gerry Pinder). They kind of offered up
77. Double the luck kind of thing, stuck with it like that. Obviously when I
got drafted to the NHL, didn’t really know where I was going to end up,
kind of pondered going back to 7. Ended up here in Chicago and Seabs
has been here so long, I mean didn’t really feel like asking him to step
aside for the number 7. I was happy with 77. It’s brought me nothing but
good fortune and I like the number.
Patrick Kane, 88: I guess it’s my birth year, 1988. When I signed in
London there, I wanted 89. For some reason I liked that number,
probably because of (Alexander) Mogilny. I wanted to wear 89. Sam
Gagne actually signed a couple weeks previous, so he took 89 because
he was an ’89 birth year. A kid by the name of Phil McCrae took 90. He
was a ’90 birth year. And they had an ’87 on the team who wore an 87.
So, they thought it’d be cool if I wore 88. Yeah, just kind of fell in love
with the number, really liked it. My buddies and I will joke around that 88
makes me look bigger out there because it’s a bigger number and that’s
why I wore it. But probably goes back to the birth year.

First, the details, just in case you somehow missed them:
#CBJ ACQUIRE:
PATRICK LAINE
JACK ROSLOVIC#JETS ACQUIRE:
PIERRE-LUC DUBOIS

&MDASH; AARON PORTZLINE (@APORTZLINE) JANUARY 23, 2021
It’s not quite a one-for-one, but with apologies to a good young player in
Jack Roslovic and whoever gets drafted with that pick, it will probably be
perceived that way, at least initially. And that’s where it gets a little bit
tricky, because Laine had expressed a desire to move on from Winnipeg
and Dubois had made it very clear that he was done in Columbus. Even
Roslovic didn’t want to sign with the Jets. Is it really a hockey trade if the
main pieces wanted out?
Maybe not, but that’s where the “old-fashioned” part comes in, because
the NHL used to have trades like this all the time. Mark Messier went
home on the eve of a season to force his exit from Edmonton. Doug
Gilmour walked out on the Flames days before they moved him to
Toronto. Pavel Bure sat out half a season to get out of Vancouver. Eric
Lindros went even further to get out of Philadelphia.
One pattern you may notice in those trades: The team whose hand was
forced rarely makes out well in the long run. That’s bad news for
Columbus and good news for the Jets, who managed to take a Laine
situation that seemed to be on shaky ground and turn it into a deal where
they were working from a position of strength. It’s no sure thing that this
turns into a steal for Winnipeg, because Laine is no Gary Leeman or
Pavel Brendl, but two-way centers are hard to find and they just landed
one with a chip on his shoulder.
As for Laine in Columbus, well, it will certainly be interesting to see how
he fits in with John Tortorella. You have to be a certain type of guy to
succeed in a Tortorella world, and first impressions are that Laine doesn’t
exactly give off that vibe. But that’s probably too simplistic. Tortorella has
coached plenty of stars who’d have success under him, including
offensive wingers like Martin St. Louis, Marian Gaborik and Artemi
Panarin. If Laine does his job, however that’s defined for him, he should
be fine.
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Which leads to the next question: What does his next contract look like?
He’ll be an RFA this offseason, so there’s plenty of time and the Blue
Jackets control his rights. But long-time readers will know where I’m
going with this: The dreaded “shiny new toy” syndrome, in which a team
makes a big trade for a pending free agent and then has to figure out
what kind of contract to give him. It’s a tough spot for a team to be in,
since you can’t exactly play hardball with a guy you just gave up major
assets to acquire. And it almost never works out well. Jarmo Kekalainen
will have his work cut out for him on this one.
But that’s for down the line. For now, we’ve got two young stars in their
prime with new homes and something to prove, and two fan bases who’ll
spend the next few years arguing over who got the better of the deal.
That’s going to be all sorts of old-fashioned fun.
On to the weekend’s games, which included the Dubois-less Blue
Jackets beating the Lightning and the Laine-less Jets taking yet another
from the Senators before coughing up last night’s stunner against the
Oilers. Yes, it’s still way too early for this, but if NHL GMs can do their
jobs then we can, too.
Road to the Cup
The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first team in
history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
One team I have no idea what to do with this week: Dallas. They didn’t
make their season debut until Friday, and looked scary good in beating
the Predators 7-0, a win that gave them the division’s best goals
differential despite only playing one game. Last night’s win in the rematch
wasn’t as impressive, but they still took the two points.
Last week, we talked about how hard it is to rank teams when everyone
has only played two or three games. What do you do with a team that’s
played twice while everyone else is four games ahead? I have no idea,
which is why the Stars (and 2-0-0 Panthers) aren’t in the top five mix this
week. We’ll see where things stand a week from now.
5. Boston Bruins (3-1-1, +3 true goals differential*) – It was feeling pretty
dicey through three games, as the Bruins struggled to create anything
offensively. That changed against the Flyers, and 11 goals and two wins
later, the Bruins feel like contenders again. The Flyers, meanwhile, do
not, which opens up a spot from last week’s list.
4. Washington Capitals (3-0-3, +2) – We’ll give that extra spot to the
Caps, who are holding down first in the East and have points in every
game, including yesterday’s loss to the Sabres. The big story this week
was the whole COVID mess that cost them four key players, but that’s a
temporary situation that shouldn’t have a long-term impact. It’s still
tempting to slip the Islanders into this slot, and maybe we would have if
they’d handled the Devils last night. Instead, we’ll wait and see how this
week goes, as the shorthanded Caps face the Isles twice.
3. Colorado Avalanche (3-3-0, +3) – Aside from that 8-0 win over the
Blues, they haven’t looked great, including last night’s loss to the Ducks.
For now, I’m betting on talent and keeping them in the top five at the
expense of the Wild, who have a better record and are looking like all
sorts of fun in what I think we can all just start calling the Kirill Kaprizov
era. They’re still the Wild, so I want to see it for a few more weeks, but
they’re on track.
2. Vegas Golden Knights (5-1-0, +7) – It’s still a little bit tough to get a
handle on the Knights, who are six games into the season but have only
faced two opponents. They took three of four in an extended series with
the Coyotes, but this week’s two matchups with the Blues might tell us
more.
1. Tampa Bay Lightning (3-1-0, +5) – In a season where some teams
haven’t had two days between games yet, the Lightning have already
had one five-day gap due to their scheduled meeting with Dallas being
postponed. Now it will probably happen again, with expectations that at
least one of this week’s two games with the Hurricanes will be
rescheduled.

We don’t know what kind of impact that will have yet, although
presumably it won’t be good; the Lightning will (hopefully) make up those
games down the stretch when some extra rest might be appreciated. For
now, they’ve suffered their first loss of the season, and may have up to a
week to think about it.
*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does
for some reason.
Not ranked: Montreal Canadiens – I’m not quite ready to admit I was
wrong to be skeptical of the remade Habs, but it’s certainly trending in
that direction. They have points in six straight to start the season, and
haven’t played a home game yet. That’s enough to earn them a share of
first place in the North, and they’re doing it the way they said they would:
With strong scoring depth, team speed, a solid defense, and goaltending
that’s been good but isn’t stealing games they don’t otherwise deserve.
Are they the best team in the North right now? There’s certainly a strong
case to be made, although the Flames have had their moments in limited
action and the Leafs have five wins, including one against Montreal.
We’re not quite sure what to make of Winnipeg, who are sitting at 4-2-0
but padded that by taking three straight from Ottawa, which makes you
wonder if the Jets are good or whether they just took advantage of a bad
team.
That same sort of question comes up when we circle back to the
Canadiens, who’ve just played five straight against the Oilers and
Canucks, two teams that are off to disappointing starts. So which is it –
did two bad teams make the Habs look good, or did a good Habs team
make those teams look bad? It could be both. This early, with this small a
sample size, it may be neither. I don’t have any North teams in my top
five this week, but if a clear favorite emerges, there will probably have to
be a spot for them. Right now, Montreal is the closest team to making
that claim.
The bottom five
The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds and trying
to figure out if we should call this an Owen Power Ranking.
Before we get to the bottom five, a mini-rant…
Pierre LeBrun had a piece this week that touched on something you may
have been wondering about in light of all the recent COVID-related
cancellations: What happens if we get to the end of a season, and some
teams haven’t played a full 56-game schedule?
It turns out, the answer is: The league doesn’t know yet.
Or at least, they’re not saying. In the words of Bill Daly when LeBrun
asked him what the league’s policy would be, they’ll “make an
appropriate determination at that time”.
That’s weird, right?
It seems like there’s an easy answer here, and it’s the one Pierre
suggests: You use points percentage. That’s the only fair way to do it,
and there’s even a precedent for it thanks to last season’s unexpected
pause. If everyone doesn’t play the same number of games, you go to
points percentage. Done.
So why is the league acting coy here? I’m not sure. The only reasonable
answer I can think of is that they want to wait a bit just to make sure we
don’t get a worst-case scenario where some team is especially hard hit
and plays far fewer games than everyone else. Yes, if everyone else has
played 56 games and one hard-hit team has only played something like
ten or twenty, points percentage may not work as well. So maybe we wait
a few weeks and then announce the obvious.
But until then, the NHL is taking a risk here. While points percentage is
absolutely a fair way to determine seeding, it won’t seem that way if we
get late into the season and there’s a playoff battle between, say,
Toronto and Winnipeg, or New York and Columbus, and that’s when the
league reveals a system that happens to help the big market team.
Should the Rangers get in over the Blue Jackets if they have different
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games played and a better points percentage? Of course. But don’t wait
until that’s the choice before you tell us what system you’re using. Do it
now – or at least very soon – so that nobody can complain. Perception
matters, so get out ahead of the question before it feels like you’re
making decisions that only impact certain teams.
5. Los Angeles Kings (2-2-2, even) – Man they looked good last night.
It’s just their second win of the season, so we’re not going to go crazy,
but that was a good Blues team and they smacked them around. Let’s
see what they do against the Wild this week, but the Kings look like
they’re on their way out of the bottom five.

perfect opportunity for a few “get right” games against a weaker
opponent. But it could be very bad, because if they can’t bank some
points against Ottawa, it really will be time to panic. And it will probably
be time to find them a spot in the bottom five.
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The Athletic / Pronman: NHL prospects I was wrong about, 2021 edition

4. Anaheim Ducks (2-2-2, -3) – A California team that was expected to be
bad and has only won two games but looked good last night while
beating a Cup contender. Unheard of, I know.

By Corey Pronman Jan 25, 2021

And yes, having the Ducks here means we can play a round of “How can
they be in the bottom five if they just beat a team in the top five?” The
answer, as always, is that these rankings are about taking a long-term
view, and the Ducks aren’t better than the Avs because of one game. But
it was a solid performance, and like with the Kings, in a short season it
won’t take many of those to junk the preseason expectations.

It is time for my annual look at some key player evaluations I got wrong.
This article seeks to shine a light on why the mistake was made, and
serve as a learning experience for me, and hopefully for some readers
too.

3. Ottawa Senators (1-3-1, -6) – After looking pesky against the Leafs,
the Senators had a disappointing week that saw them drop three straight
against a Winnipeg team they’ll have to stay in range of if they want to
make any kind of playoff push. D.J. Smith is having to weigh the balance
between the dependability of veterans and the promise of youth, and
right now Ottawa fans might prefer to see more of the latter.
2. Chicago Blackhawks (2-3-1, -4) – They got their first two wins, and
they both came against the Red Wings, so we won’t get too excited. Still,
they looked good, and watching 24-year-old undrafted free agent Pius
Suter score the first three goals of his career in the same game was
pretty cool.
1. Detroit Red Wings (2-4-0, -8) – They’ve beaten the Hurricanes and
Blue Jackets, so they don’t seem like they’re going to be the doormat
they were last year. But when you lose twice to the second-worst team,
you make the bottom five call pretty easy.
Not ranked: Vancouver Canucks – I’m not panicking. Yet. I’m not sure I
can say the same for Canucks fans.
First, the bad. At 2-5-0, they’re sitting dead last in points percentage and
are the only team in the league to have hit five regulation losses. They’ve
given up five goals or more five times, including four straight. And none
of the underlying numbers do much to suggest that the results haven’t
been deserved.
At an individual level, Elias Pettersson is off to a miserable start with just
two points. Quinn Hughes has struggled defensively. Nate Schmidt
hasn’t had a major impact yet. And both goalies, the promising kid and
the steady veteran, have been lit up. It’s all adding up to plummeting
playoff odds.
GOING THROUGH ALL THE CANUCKS ISSUES RIGHT NOW AND
IT’S WAY EASIER TO LIST WHICH AREAS OF THEIR GAME IS NOT A
CONCERN. TOP SIX. BOTTOM SIX. DEFENCE. GOALTENDING.
SPECIAL TEAMS. COACHING. MANAGEMENT. OWNERSHIP.
EVERYTHING IS AN ISSUE. I NEED A DRINK.
&MDASH; JASON BROUGH (@JASONBROUGHTSN) JANUARY 24,
2021
That’s a lot in the bad column. The good side is pretty sparse, but we can
start with the fact that it’s still early-ish, although that won’t last long. The
better news might be that there’s enough talent here to expect a
turnaround. Pettersson won’t struggle all season. Hughes might, because
that happens to second-year blueliners sometimes, but it’s unlikely. One
goalie should snap out of it, and then you ride that guy as long as you
can.
Here’s one for both the good and bad column: the Canucks get the
Senators three straight this week. That’s good, because it’s a near-

There are two criteria I use to define a mistake. The first is it must be a
mistake you can learn from. If all the information points in one direction at
the time of an evaluation and there’s no convincing argument that I
missed something essential at the time, then it may just be chalked up to
the inherent high rate of error involved in projecting teenagers.
The second is the magnitude of the error. If I project a player as a thirdpair defenseman and now he’s a second, that’s not really worth
discussing in this forum. Referencing the categories I used in my recent
under 23 ranking, which everyone agreed with, I am looking to be off by
about three or four categories to define it as a true error. So if I said a
player wasn’t an NHL player and he becomes a second-line forward, or I
projected them as a top-pair defenseman and they are a third-pair
defenseman.
Nobody will do this, but I urge you to quickly reference previous articles
where I likely have already discussed a player as an error before you
comment how he should have been included.
2019 edition
2018 edition
2017 edition
Alexander Romanov, D, Montreal
Romanov is one of the top rookies in the league this season and looks on
the fast track to becoming a top four NHL defenseman. I didn’t think he
was much of an NHL prospect when he was drafted in the second round
in 2018. I remember watching the Russian U18 team Romanov played
on in the 2018 season and seeing good flashes of skating and physicality
from him, but questioning the offense. There were times he blew
opponents up though and made you notice him. I didn’t think there was
much talent at all on that defense group, but if someone had a chance it
would be Danila Zhuravlyov (Colorado, fifth round).
When you look at a 5-foot-11 defenseman without tremendous offensive
skill or output it can be a hard sell. The concept of what attributes
translate to the higher levels specifically the NHL comes into play with a
guy like Romanov. I think hockey sense and skill are the most important
attributes in a player, but skating and compete are the two attributes that
help skill translate to higher, quicker, harder levels.
I don’t think there was evidence at the time to suggest Romanov was a
true high-end prospect, but given his great skating and physicality to go
with decent offense even if not great for a 5-foot-11 player, he looked like
a real prospect and someone I should have rated higher.
Mikhail Sergachev, D, Tampa Bay
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Sergachev is currently one of the top young players in the league. I liked
him and thought he was worth a first-round pick but didn’t buy him as a
top 10 candidate and certainly did not see him being a leading piece on a
champion.
I remember going to the U18 world championships that spring in Grand
Forks and being so underwhelmed by Sergachev. He had zero points,
five shots in five games and looked like such an ordinary player. That
was a weird tournament for Russia if you recall. That was the year they
attempted to create a national season-long U18 team only for the entire
team to get suspended for doping and their U17 team had to replace
them at the tournament at the last minute. Sergachev didn’t play for that
team since he was in the OHL so he was able to go the tournament.
With Sergachev I saw the tools of a highly mobile big defenseman with a
big shot but I wasn’t completely sold on the skill/IQ that would allow him
to generate offense in the NHL. I was wrong on the hockey sense aspect.
Regarding the U18 worlds, it’s easy to say don’t overreact to one
tournament, but most people know that. With Sergachev the value of that
is to continuously keep in mind circumstances and continue to look at
what they’ve done throughout their career in that season and past
seasons where he had a richer history of international performance.
Josh Norris, C, Ottawa
I was a Norris skeptic for a few years, going back to his draft in 2017 and
around the time of the Erik Karlsson trade. I still liked the player as a
potential third-line center, but did not buy he had the upside to be a ton
more. A few years later he dominated the AHL as a 20-year-old, and is
lining up as Ottawa’s first-line center.
At the time I saw Norris as a player with good skating and skill who
played well at both ends but I didn’t think he had dynamic offensive
ability. I don’t think I was far off in that regard, but I was a little harsh on
the skill level. He’s not elite at any one offensive element but Norris does
a lot very well. He can skate, has very good hands, can make plays, can
shoot it and works. He had 27 goals his draft year. He was the top line
center on the team that won gold at the U18 worlds. I should have at the
least projected him as a potential second-line center.
Ethan Bear, D, Edmonton
Bear is a player I’ve appreciated for a while but despite being highly
successful at the junior level and a strong start to his pro career I had
skepticism he would turn into the 20 minute a night player he has
become for Edmonton. I always was very impressed by his hockey sense
and his shot but I saw a 5-foot-11 defenseman who was a below-average
skater and thought that it wouldn’t work in the NHL.
I discussed last season a growing appreciation for elite IQ small
defensemen who can skate — like a Nils Lundkvist — but Bear is
another type of player I’m still trying to figure out. He’s the small
defenseman who is a below-average skater and has tremendous hockey
sense. I think about recent prospects like Rasmus Sandin and Ville
Heinola when watching Bear.
The tough part is trying to figure out if it’s good or great hockey sense
with those types of players. Whether they just make a good first pass and
have some power play skill, or are truly exceptional first pass types who
can make difficult plays consistently despite not being overly quick or
having tremendous puck skills. It can be hard initially to tell the difference
between those until you really get a lot of information on a player. I
wasn’t 100 percent sold Heinola ticked that box until this season. Bear
seems to have passed that test. His outlets and poise are high-end.
Ruslan Iskhakov, LW, New York Islanders
This one is tough to write. I went to bat for Iskhakov. I saw an undersized
player with incredible puck skills and offensive imagination. Yes, he was
small and not a tremendous skater for that size. He wasn’t great off the
puck and he had good but not tremendous numbers at the club or
international level. I thought the skill level was just so high, though, that
he would eventually overcome those issues and pop as a player as he
matured and gave him a first round grade. He’s not a bust yet by any

means. He’s been solid at the Liiga level this season and college
previously but hardly has had the look of a top prospect as Iskhakov’s
game can lack pace and compete. I truly believe skill and hockey sense
are the most important components of a player’s game, but Iskhakov is a
good example that certain other things are needed to translate to a
higher level. With elite skill you don’t need great physical attributes like
size plus skating and compete but you need a certain amount.
Klim Kostin, LW, St. Louis
Kostin was a player I was very high on as a draft-eligible, ranking him in
my top 10 going into the 2017 draft. I saw him for the first time at the
aforementioned U18 championship in Grand Forks and being very
impressed by how well he played given the circumstances of being an
underage there. He looked like a big, tough, forward with skill and speed.
His draft season he had injury issues but he did play at the Hlinka that
summer and was very good. He was up and down throughout the season
through club and international levels but I saw a great toolkit, I saw a
history of good performance and I stamped him in the top 10. I remember
at the time my then head editor of ESPN Insider Dan Kaufman, who now
is the editorial director of The Athletic made a funny comment about a
potential lottery pick having a one-goal, two-point season and how teams
would have to frame that since he is a skilled player. He may have been
onto something.
Kostin was a tough evaluation even after his draft. He went immediately
to the AHL where he was fine but not great. He’d show flashes, but have
stretches where he wasn’t great. He had two straight world juniors
though where he was among the better forwards there so I kept thinking
the offense is coming, give it time.
He’s 21 now, playing in the KHL, and his offense has been minimal. I still
think he is a good player, but the evidence is building against him coming
through on the promise I saw years ago and I think you are hoping he
uses his size, speed and physicality to become a bottom six forward as
opposed to the top of the lineup potential I thought he could be.
While a lot of examples here discuss the value of projection, looking at
speed, compete and physicality as traits that project to higher levels, the
players do need a high level of skill to be a scorer in the NHL. Production
is typically evidence of that to go with what you see on the ice. It’s all a
balancing act, taking in what you see from an athletic tools standpoint, a
work ethic standpoint, a skill standpoint, and a statistical standpoint. I
continue to learn the best way to blend all that information.
Mario Ferraro, D, San Jose
Ferraro is a case where I just had to eat how wrong I was. I didn’t think
he was much of a prospect coming out of the USHL, I upgraded him to a
possible third pair type after seeing him as a freshman in college, and
he’s playing upwards of 22 minutes a night right now for the Sharks. I
think you can reasonably debate whether he’s that caliber of player or if
he’s playing that kind of role due to the Sharks depth chart, but he’s a
good player and worth discussing.
He went in the second round in 2017 after being a top defenseman in the
USHL. The question I always had on Ferarro was how much offense he
had in his game. The aspects of his game that truly popped though were
his exceptional skating ability and his work ethic. It’s why despite not
being overly skilled but smart enough, he was able to go to college and
be a good college player without a ton of offense, and then to the NHL
and be a good NHL player despite not having a ton of offense. He’s
similar to the Romanov example in this regard of guys with certain traits
that will play very well in the NHL despite not being that big or skilled as
long as they are smart enough to move the puck at a good enough level.
Patrik Laine vs. Auston Matthews
In 2016, I ranked Patrik Laine as the best available prospect of that draft
over Auston Matthews, who was second. That take has not aged great
even if Laine is still an extremely good player and a top scorer in the
NHL. I would still have Laine as the No. 2 player in that draft class, but it
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is a discussion worth revisiting especially in light of his recent trade and
Matthews emerging as one of the very best players in the league.
At that time, though, you had two players who had incredible seasons
between their club play in Europe, their world juniors and their World
Championships. Both had been highly touted for years, although
Matthews resume was a bit longer in terms of elite performance. Both
players looked to have tremendous skill and goal-scoring ability.

With conjecture percolating about the future of general manager Jim
Benning, it felt perfectly scripted that Sutter, one of Benning’s least
popular acquisitions, should score a hat trick to steady the team and take
some of the heat off the GM.
Sutter is a pro’s pro, a guy who leads by example. But he was oversold
to the market when he was acquired by Benning in 2015, and has
struggled to stay healthy and score for most of the five years since then.

Several years ago, I did research on how much a player’s birthdate
meant. I took every forward from the CHL drafted between 1990 and
2010 who were first year eligible, had a points per game between 1.0 to
1.5 and over 20 games played that season. I then used the variable of
their birth month and analyzed among this similar pool of players their
production in the NHL.

Teammates, however, love him.

The conclusions I think you can take from this research is that 1)
Birthdate is an important variable but 2) It’s only a significant
differentiator between players about six or more months apart.

Remaining Time -1:08

Laine and Matthews’ situation applied. Laine is an April 1998 and
Matthews is a September 1997; there is a significant difference between
players in that situation. I wrote about that at the time as a persuasive
aspect and part of why I felt long term Laine would continue to improve
and become a superior player given how close they looked at various
levels at the time.
I was wrong on that, and it came down to the toolkits and how specific
tools project to higher levels over the long term. Matthews isn’t
considered an extremely fast or high compete type, but both those
aspects are notably better than Laine’s. Laine has a bit of a size edge on
him, but that Matthews had a big quickness advantage and doesn’t play
as much on the perimeter as Laine does. That has led to him being able
to use his skill and shot more consistently at the NHL level.
What I learned from this was more evidence of the value of pro
projection, in terms of what does and doesn’t help a player’s game
translate to higher levels, and that while a player’s birth month is an
important variable in player evaluation, there is a more holistic process
that needs to be followed.
The Athletic LOADED: 01.26.2021
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“You never know when you’re going to get one or if you’re going to get
one,” Sutter, 30, said after scoring once in each period. “It only took me
13 years. I’m pretty excited. It was a good win for our team... a little bit of
confidence for our team going forward.”

Sutter on scoring first NHL hat trick: 'Only took me 13 years'
It was a game that generated a lot of positive vibes for the Canucks.
Rookie defenceman Olli Juoelvi scored his first NHL goal, rookie forward
Nils Hoglander impressively set up Tanner Pearson on another, and
Thatcher Demko made 34 saves in easily the best performance by a
Vancouver goalie so far.
“It was enough is enough for me,” Demko said, relieved to improve on his
0-3 record and .866 save percentage. “First three starts of the year and
not getting a win, that's tough. That's not the guy I want to be. I want to
be a guy that's going to get wins when the team needs it.
“(It was) the goals that I was giving up at the times I was. That was
something that I really wanted to focus on. Just timely saves, making
sure that when they do get chances... that I can come up big and kind of
give the team a chance to pull away.”
With his team up 2-0, Demko stopped Connor Brown on a breakaway
late in the first period. In the second, his point-blank save on Artem
Anisimov immediately preceded Sutter’s shorthanded snipe that made it
4-1. Demko made another strong save against Josh Norris at the end of
the middle period, allowing his team to comfortably go into the third and
pull away.
But he was still happier for Sutter than he was for himself.
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks' quiet leader Sutter makes presence known in
steadying performance

Iain MacIntyre

VANCOUVER -- When coach Travis Green said the Vancouver Canucks
needed their top players to be better, he probably wasn’t thinking of
Brandon Sutter. But he could have been.
During the Canucks’ alarming start to the National Hockey League
season, when attention has understandably been focussed on Elias
Pettersson’s inability to score, J.T. Miller’s problems at even strength and
the overall chaos on defence caused by turnovers, Sutter and a couple of
other players near the bottom of the lineup have quietly been among the
team’s best.
Monday, he wasn’t so quiet.
At the start of a very important week for the Canucks, Sutter scored his
first NHL hat trick in his 735th game. Fellow grinder Tyler Motte also
scored as Vancouver built an early lead and won 7-1 against the Ottawa
Senators to ease, for at least a couple of days, some of the tension on
the West Coast.

“One of the reasons why you play the game is moments like that,”
Demko said. “You know he's been around the league 13 years now, and
you're not sure if you're going to get one. Everyone's just really excited
for him, giving him some hugs after the game.”
Remaining Time -1:50
Demko, depth scoring help Canucks pull off convincing win over
Senators
Demko and Braden Holtby have largely had a free pass during the
Canucks’ poor start because there were so many other, more serious,
problems.
But on Monday, the team was much better in front of him – albeit against
a weaker opponent – and Demko provided goaltending you can win with.
The Canucks need a lot more if it.
They could use more of the perfect penalty killing they had against the
Senators, more of the positional discipline and composure they
displayed, too. Hey, if Pettersson and the first line can start dominating at
even-strength the way they did last season, everything will be fine.
“Everyone just needs to simplify,” Sutter said. “I know it sounds a little bit
cliche. But when you do the right things system-wise and play the right
way as a team, that’s when your highly-skilled guys kind of find their
game and take over. That’s where they create their offence.”
The Senators are the only team in the Canadian division universally
regarded as worse than the Canucks, and this was only one win. The
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Canucks are still 3-5-0. But players seeking confidence have something
to build on. It’s a start.

“It was just a battle in front – I actually thought I tipped it and it went in. A
6-on-5 situation, just banging away at the puck

The Canucks and Senators play again Wednesday and Thursday at
Rogers Arena.

“I live in that area – I live in that crease area throughout the games. I was
just digging for a puck. I was battling with Brodes (former teammate TJ
Brodie) a little bit there and guys started coming in. I just got knocked
over. Obviously I had no intention of falling into him or anything like that.
It’s just a classic thing to try to accuse me of there.”

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 01.26.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames, Matthew Tkachuk shrug off contrived fury over
Campbell 'incident'

Eric Francis

Toronto, you had been warned.
You had been told all about the legend of Matthew Tkachuk and how no
matter how that tree is chopped down in front of the net it will always fall
on the goalie -- sometimes with both knees on the back of a prone victim.

Does it ever surprise him when a fan base, players or the media single
him out for innocuous incidents?
“I’d like to say no, but yes, I get very surprised at some things that come
out of peoples’ mouths these days,” he said. “It’s a good thing I don’t
listen to it. I just get asked about it from other people. Thank God I don’t
go on my phone too much after games, otherwise It would drive me
crazy. I know my parents do and it drives them crazy. It’s just classic.”
Some of it has to do with the fact the game has gotten too soft and
Tkachuk is old school enough to prioritize physicality.
These scrums involve Tkachuk with the sort of regularity that prompted
us to declare in this space months ago that, with the advent of the North
Division, Tkachuk would be the most hated player in Canada.

So, when that very scenario played out late in the Leafs’ win Sunday at
the Saddledome, no one in Calgary thought twice about it.

On Sunday, Leafs fans got a relative spoonful of the type of fury Tkachuk
can prompt amongst fan bases. For hockey newbies, type 'Tkachuk' and
'Oilers' into Google. We’ll wait.

Old news.

More from Sportsnet

No penalty on the play, no fight to follow -- nothing to see here. Just
another afternoon for Calgary’s top shift disturber.

Markstrom's steady play undone by more bad bounces as Maple Leafs
top Flames

With his team down a goal and in desperate need for something to spark
his club, he was in the guts of the game, battling for the game-tying goal
with a net-front scramble that finished with him deposited on top of Jack
Campbell.

Eric Francis

Happens nightly. That’s his office, where he does his best work.
If bodies are flying everywhere and the game is on the line you can bet
Tkachuk is in the middle of it.
Whether it be with a goal, a slick setup, a hit, elbow, screen, fight or mere
lip service, the Flames leading scorer last year has proven to be one of
the league’s biggest difference-makers/agitators. Only Brad Marchand is
in the same stratosphere.
Combine Nazem Kadri and Darcy Tucker, with a hint of Doug Gilmour, to
start understanding the annoyingly diverse skill set of Calgary’s No. 19.
So, when TJ Brodie leaned into Tkachuk while the lads played blanket
hockey in the Leafs crease with the Flames goalie pulled, Tkachuk’s
momentum saw him crash down on Campbell before being forcefully
removed by Zach Bogosian.
Remaining Time -1:15
Maple Leafs' Campbell in pain after Flames' Tkachuk falls on him during
scrum
In the ensuing 20 seconds it took for Campbell to slowly get to his feet
and shake off the discomfort that appeared to be caused by Tkachuk’s
Winnwells, the temperature of Toronto’s Twitter reactions rose higher
than local house prices.
This is not a storyline in Calgary. In fact, ask 10 Flames fans about the
“incident” and nine will admit they don’t know what you are talking about.
Ditto for Tkachuk.
“Which one? I feel like there were a lot of scrums in front of the goalie
throughout the game -- which one are they making a big deal about this
time?” chuckled the 23-year-old winger who figured Campbell was slow
to get up due to a tweak he suffered minutes earlier.

Morgan Rielly's three assists lift Maple Leafs to win over Flames
Canadian Press
Hey, we get it – Leafs fans are understandably sensitive about the health
of their goaltenders. However, even Campbell dismissed the “incident” on
his Zoom call after the game, saying, “I don’t look at him as a menace, I
look at him as a really good hockey player.”
An infuriating one too, yes. But in this case, there’s no fire at the root of
the smoke.
Midway through the second period, Wayne Simmonds shared a few
words with Tkachuk as they lined up for a faceoff. Ten seconds later
Simmonds was sitting in the penalty box for boarding, after taking a run
at Andrew Mangiapane.
Did Tkachuk have anything to do with Simmonds’ over-aggression? Only
those two know, but it wouldn’t be the most shocking possibility given
Tkachuk has drawn more penalties than anyone in the NHL the last fourplus years, with 163.
With that, he’s also drawn endless heat from infuriated observers.
Nobody gets under the skin of opponents or fans like the son of Keith,
brother of Brady.
Will there be retribution in Tuesday’s rematch?
Well, despite the fact no other Leafs seemed fazed by it, it’s entirely
possible Simmonds will try to take issue with it, as he was signed to be
the Leafs muscle and would be keen to endear himself to teammates and
fans alike.
“Are we really talking about this?” asked Flames coach Geoff Ward of
this contrived fury.
“Seriously? To be honest with you, if that’s anybody else we’re not even
talking about it.”
Exactly.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 01.26.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL suspends John Chayka for rest of year after dispute
with Coyotes

Sportsnet Staff

The NHL has suspended former Arizona Coyotes general manager John
Chayka through Dec. 31 as part of its ruling on a dispute over his
departure from the team last summer, per Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman.
The league sent a memo to its teams about the decision, saying "Chayka
engaged in conduct detrimental to the league, breached his obligation to
the club, and was properly terminated by the club."
On July 26, the Coyotes issued a statement saying that Chayka “quit” on
the team and that the club was “disappointed” by his decision. In his own
statement, Chayka said he left the team due to a “situation created by
ownership.”
Shortly after the split, Friedman reported that Coyotes owner Alex
Meruelo had asked Bettman to adjudicate the divorce to clarify some
contract issues between the two parties.
At issue appeared to be whether the team allowed Chayka to pursue
another opportunity. Friedman reported that about one month before the
divorce, another NHL team reached out to the Coyotes asking for
permission to speak to Chayka about a job. The request was initially
denied but later permitted, and an offer Chayka couldn’t refuse was
made. Friedman reported the Coyotes made it clear the titles “general
manager” and/or “president of hockey operations” could not be involved,
to prove that Chayka was not making a lateral move.
Chayka's tenure with the club came under further scrutiny after a hearing
on Aug. 6, when the Coyotes acknowledged they had violated the
league's combine testing policy during the 2019-20 season by conducting
physical testing on draft-eligible players prior to the event.
At the end of the month, the organization was forced to forfeit its 2020
second-round pick and 2021 first-round selection for its actions. No
discipline was handed down on any specific individuals involved in the
case.
In September, the Coyotes replaced Chayka with Bill Armstrong, the
former assistant GM of the St. Louis Blues.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 01.26.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / A view from the ice as the NWHL bubble season begins

Lindsay Eastwood @LindsayEastw00d January 25, 2021, 12:09 PM

Lindsay Eastwood is a rookie blueliner on the Toronto Six, the NWHL’s
newest franchise. She’ll be blogging for Sportsnet throughout the
league’s bubble season, taking place from Jan. 23 to Feb. 5.
This was a weekend of many firsts. We played in our first game as a
franchise, I played in my first professional hockey game, and I scored my
first professional goal — which was also the first goal in Toronto Six
history:
Remaining Time -0:38

Lindsay Eastwood scores the first goal in Toronto Six history
When I popped the puck in the net in the first period of our game versus
the Minnesota Whitecaps on Sunday, I wasn’t thinking about franchise
history. I was thinking about how we had grabbed the lead. It wasn’t until
I went on social media after the game that I realized how special the goal
was. My name is now the answer to a Canadian sports trivia question:
Who scored the first-ever goal for the Toronto Six?
The outpouring of support was amazing, and it truly touched me as a
player. Friends and family reached out along with what felt like the entire
Toronto Six fan base. When I say Toronto hockey fans are the most
passionate, I mean it. You all are the best.
Being from Ottawa, all of my friends from back home have had a hard
time saying they’ll cheer for a Toronto team. But after our first two
games, I think it’s safe to say we’ve converted them.
I must admit I was extremely nervous leading up to opening weekend.
Ahead of game one, I was sick to my stomach with butterflies. It was a
weird experience because I hadn’t been nervous for a hockey game in
years, and hadn’t been this nervous since I ran track and field in the
eighth grade.
But the nerves come with the territory; I was playing at a totally new level
with a much faster pace, and my speed is one of my biggest insecurities
as a player. Skating is something I’m constantly working at on and off the
ice in order to get faster. So I was worried I wouldn’t be able to keep up.
The audience also added to the nerves. I knew there would be a lot of
eyes on us this weekend for our inaugural games. The NWHL naturally
has a larger following than my college team, Syracuse University, even in
a normal season for the league. Our first game ended with 40,000 total
viewers on Twitch. That laps the audience total of every other game I’ve
ever played.
Once I got a few shifts under my belt in our first game versus the
Metropolitan Riveters, the nerves drifted away and didn’t come back until
our shootout against Minnesota in game two, which we unfortunately lost.
It wasn't the result we might have wanted but it was still fun and
historic.
Re-live this afternoon's thriller with the highlights on our YouTube
channel » https://t.co/Y9hi8fcfal
You should also subscribe to our channel while you're there
pic.twitter.com/X5AGZEdycg
— Toronto Six (@TheTorontoSix) January 25, 2021
In our first two games I really noticed the level of play is much faster and
much more aggressive than I’m used to. Players like Allie Thunstrom of
the Whitecaps can give guys in the NHL a run for their money in a puck
race. I was nearly eating her dust on the back check.
Not to mention that after going into the corner with the Riveters’ Kelly
Babstock, I learned really quickly to brace myself. I noticed that everyone
you go to battle with is leading with their body, not their stick. That meant
I had to get low and use my body as well. Lucky for me, I’m six feet tall —
make that 6’2” on skates — and not a lanky six feet, so my size is my
biggest advantage in those situations.
Overall, I think we grew as a team this weekend. Heading into our first
game, we didn’t know what to expect. We had never played as a team
before. We’ve had only a handful of full-team practices. But we felt the
growing pains and worked out the kinks, and started finding our groove.
I could tell we were getting better and better each game. This came as
no surprise to me. We knew these games weren’t going to be easy, and
we’re a team that’s growing. It gives me confidence to see us improving
so quickly.
And although we have yet to pick up our first win, did it ever feel good to
be back out there competing. I haven’t had that in-game adrenaline rush
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for so long — it had been 334 days since I last played in a hockey game.
For the first time in almost a year, I felt alive.
Needless to say, Monday’s day off is much needed after back-to-back
games. My recovery day consists of drinking my body weight in water,
taking some walks to get the legs moving, and — I can’t emphasize this
more — stretching.

side of Ryan Murray, Dmitry Kulikov and freshman Ty Smith, who’s
carried over his prodigious Western Hockey League numbers by netting
six points in seven contests.
If that isn’t enough good news, you have to know Devils fans are
delighted to see their much-hyped rival, the New York Rangers, stumble
out of the gate.

I think I can attest that every hockey player’s hips are sore from the
beginning until the end of a season. Mine are extra sore this time around
due to the extended off-season and jam-packed two-week schedule.
(And I can’t blame it on age yet, as I’m only 24 and a rookie.) That said,
during the game my legs and lungs felt pretty good despite the higher
pace than I’m used to. I was expecting them to feel way worse on the ice.

Surely there will be tough stretches ahead for Jersey, especially as it
navigates the treacherous East grouping. But with Hughes leading the
way, you get the sense some of the kinks have already been worked out
for this emerging club.

So, what did I walk away with after opening weekend of the NWHL
bubble season? A bruise the size of a softball, major T6 pride, and faith
for the big things ahead for our team this season and into the future.

• There’s not much better than an in-season blockbuster and the
Saturday-morning trade that saw Patrik Laine and Jack Roslovic move
from the Winnipeg Jets to the Columbus Blue Jackets in exchange for
Pierre-Luc Dubois and a third-rounder certainly qualifies as that. Barrels
of ink were immediately spilled over the swap and one take that jumped
out of the gym at me came from Sportsnet’s own Luke Fox: This is about
as close to an NBA-style transaction as you'll see, as three young talents
— without the leverage of no-trade clauses or impending UFA status —
all managed to force their way out of situation they weren't happy with.
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Weekend Takeaways: Hughes' sophomore surge a
sight to behold

Other Takeaways

Ryan Dixon

I’m not going to say muscling your way out of town is about to become an
NHL trend, but there’s no question — across sports — players expect
more and more say in how they’re coached, how they’re talked about
(thanks to the direct access to fans provided by social media) and you
can bet where they play is another thing that belongs on that list.

It's starting to look like Jack Hughes got the jinx out of the way in Year 1.

• Something about the Blue Jackets downing the Tampa Bay Lighting 5-2
on Saturday in the first game of the post-Dubois era feels appropriate.
There’s not a drop of self-pity in this organization.

The second-year hex is a widely known — if not entirely scientific —
sports trope whereby players coming off strong rookie seasons find out
just how difficult it can be to maintain dominance at the highest level. In
Hughes’ case, his freshman campaign was a rough one, mirroring the
miserable year the New Jersey Devils had from start to finish in 2019-20.
But here comes the sophomore surge.
Hughes’ top-shelf snipe on Sunday night opened the scoring in the
Devils’ 2-0 win over the New York Islanders.
Jack Hughes puts it right where momma keeps the
cookies.#NHLonSN | #ItsOn pic.twitter.com/JxCjZBFTPX
— Sportsnet (@Sportsnet) January 25, 2021
The first overall pick in the 2019 NHL Draft now has three goals and
seven points on the season. With five games in the books, Hughes is
nearly halfway to his 61-game goal total of seven from last year.
The East Division just got a little tougher.
The middle Flying Hughes Brother — Quinn is already dazzling in
Vancouver, Luke will be a first-rounder whenever we next have a draft —
was always going to find his footing in the NHL; his silly amount of talent
ensured that. But the way he’s stepped up in the absence of the 2017
draft headliner — Nico Hischier, out with a leg injury — has been
something to behold.
Hughes has played 66 NHL games in his young career and he’s already
on this third bench boss. That tells you how bad last year was in Jersey,
when both coach John Hynes and GM Ray Shero were shown the door
in-season. Alain Nasreddine took the reins temporarily, but veteran
bench pilot Lindy Ruff is at the helm now and the Devils are responding.
Beyond playing without Hischier, Jersey also had to deal with the sudden
retirement of free-agent signing Corey Crawford just before the start of
the year. No worries, as the duo of Scott Wedgewood and Mackenzie
Blackwood — the Timber Tandem? — have combined to post a .944
save percentage thus far. (Blackwood is currently on the NHL’s COVID19 protocol list). A reconstructed back end now features an all-new left

• Edmonton Oilers fans had to be jumping up and down after Leon
Draisaitl’s buzzer-beater capped a crazy 4-3 win over the Jets Sunday
night. At some point, I’d bet pure elation gave way to intrigue as
Edmontonians contemplated the fact Jesse Puljujarvi registered an assist
during a strong showing on the top line with Connor McDavid and Ryan
Nugent-Hopkins. Hearing Draisaitl say “the sky is the limit” for the big
Finn after the contest also marked an encouraging point on the long,
winding journey the Oilers have been on with the fourth overall pick from
2016.
• What an opening weekend for the Dallas Stars. A COVID-19 outbreak
meant the defending Western Conference champs didn’t start their
season until a week later than most of the teams in the league. Dallas, of
course, also kicked off its campaign with top-line centre Tyler Seguin and
goalie Ben Bishop on the shelf for the foreseeable future. Cue Captain
America, Joe Pavelski. The 36-year-old went 2-2-4 in Dallas’s 7-0
smashing of Nashville on Friday night, then netted another goal — the
game-winner — and two more assists in a 3-2 victory over the Preds on
Sunday.
Last year, Pavelski scored 14 goals in the regular season, then showed
everyone how much he had left in the tank with 13 in 27 playoff games.
The Stars have a real mix of young and veteran players — and the most
accomplished guy on the squad is leading them out of the gate.
• George Armstrong wasn’t just the captain of the last Toronto Maple
Leafs team to win the Stanley Cup, he is also Toronto’s all-time leader in
both regular season (1,188) and playoff (110) games played. Rest in
Peace, sir. You earned it.
Weekend Warrior
Have yourself a Sunday afternoon, Pius Suter! The Chicago Blackhawks
rookie netted his first three NHL goals in the form of a hat trick versus the
Detroit Red Wings in a 6-2 Hawks win.
Remaining Time -2:08
Blackhawks' Pius Suter scores first career NHL hat trick
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The Week Ahead
• Alex Pietrangelo leaving the only NHL team he’s known to sign with the
Vegas Golden Knights was the biggest transaction of the off-season. On
Tuesday, the former Blues captain will see all his old friends when St.
Louis invades Vegas. (The Blues are sticking around for another game
on Thursday, too).
• It looks as though Roslovic — the Ohio kid — could suit up for the Blue
Jackets on Tuesday when the Florida Panthers visit Columbus.
• The 4-0-2 Montreal Canadiens, after six straight on the road, will play
their home-opener Thursday night when the Calgary Flames come to
town.
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers' Puljujarvi finally in right place at right time to realize
potential

Mark Spector

EDMONTON — It’s always been about time and place for Jesse
Puljujarvi, right back to that fateful day that he was supposed to have
been drafted at No. 3 by Columbus Blue Jackets general manager Jarmo
Kekalainen, but somehow was still there at No. 4 for the Edmonton
Oilers.
The Oilers were in the right place at the right time. Or maybe they
weren’t.
Somehow, this six-foot-four specimen was always out of sorts in his first
tour through the NHL, and when 2019/Edmonton turned into 2020/Oulu
Karpat, we wondered if time and place would ever come together for
Puljujarvi and the Oilers.
Well, he may be late but Puljujarvi is here and looking like the guy we
thought he’d be when he lifted that MVP trophy at the 2016 world juniors.
As fast as he is powerful, as skilled as he is physical, Puljujarvi’s
fingerprints were all over Sunday night’s dramatic, last-second 4-3 win
over the Winnipeg Jets. Right down to his spot in the blue paint
screening Laurent Brossoit as Leon Draisaitl blasted home the winner
with 0.7 seconds left in the game.
Puljujarvi was, finally, in the right place at the right time.
"Of course, it's good — nice to be on in the final minute when we're trying
to do the winning goal,” he said. “I mean, what can I say? (If you) work
hard good things happen.”
Remaining Time -1:04
Tippett happy to see luck swing in Oilers' favour on special teams

guy, and I think right now if I play with Connor and Nuge (Ryan NugentHopkins), one guy has to be at the net. I just have to be strong there and
get those loose pucks and it's a little bit different game.
“Like, you get older all the time. You have to change a little bit your
game. It’s better and better this hockey every year.”
Of course, the sexy, high-draft pick dominates every Canadian market,
whether he arrives closer to being impactful like Jesperi Kotkaniemi in
Montreal, or turns out to be a good bottom-six player, like Sam Bennett in
Calgary or Jake Virtanen in Vancouver.
The fans, their impatience with management is unilateral. “Put him on the
top line! Give him an opportunity to play with our best guys!”
But inside the machine, the player hasn’t ticked off any of the boxes that
a player must achieve before a coach can look the rest of his roster in the
eye and hand him a spot next to McDavid. Coaches don’t just put Nail
Yakupov on the top line when he can’t figure out a basic game plan —
when he has no clue where to be on the ice — and they didn’t trust
Puljujarvi when he nodded his head to pretty much every instruction,
despite the fact he understood maybe 25 per cent of them.
“It starts off the ice,” Draisaitl said of the change in Puljujarvi. “He seems
more engaged, so obviously the language helps a lot. It’s impressive that
he’s come in and been so open with everyone. And on the ice he looks
stronger, he skates better. It comes down to confidence.”
It’s true at every level, in every league in every country: You don’t have
confidence, you don’t succeed.
That’s why earning the spot on McDavid’s right side — rather than having
it handed to him because of his draft order – has put Puljujarvi in a
position where he can make this work.
“He’s a more mature player,” head coach Dave Tippett said. “He’s fitting
in the room more, he’s at ease with the language. He knows he’s a good
enough player to play in the league now, and he’s going about the
business of proving it.”
The plan was to play Puljujarvi next to steady centreman Kyle Turris
while he learned the game. The problem was, the kid was carrying Turris,
and two lines above Zack Kassian was sleep-walking through the first
two weeks of the season.
Losing changed the plan, as it always does.
“I had no timeline on it,” Tippett said. “I just wanted to make sure he
understood the way we wanted to play, wanted to get his feet under him.
He’s just played well enough that it was time for him to get a shot there.
“But I think he’s coming; I think he’s coming. There’s lots of upside there.
A big, strong player who is going to be good for us.”
Puljujarvi only has two assists in seven games, but it’s not about points
right now. Just the way it wasn’t about pedigree when he was here last.
In Winnipeg on Sunday, Puljujarvi played 17:33, had six shots on net,
assisted on one goal and screened the goalie on the winner. His fancy
stats were through the roof and he passed even the crankiest eye test by
a mile.

They simply weren’t expected to happen this quickly for Puljujarvi, who
returned from a year away in the Finnish Liiga, where we watched him
drift home a stream of 25-foot wrist shots past below-average goalies.

Puljujarvi looks at age 22 the way we’d hoped he would at 19.

“How does this game translate to the National Hockey League?” we
wondered. Well, it turns out it does not translate at all.

Good things are worth waiting for.

Back in North America, Puljujarvi brings the puck to the net front. There
are no wide loops and long, drifting wristers. Just straight-ahead Fred, a
quick, bullet-like shot and a winger who looks like he could become
mighty useful accomplice for one Connor McDavid.
“You get older and you get that power — what you need to play good in
the best league in the world,” said Puljujarvi, now 22. “It’s small ice (here)
and there’s not that much room. So you have to go to the net. I'm a big

So it took a while.
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TSN.CA / Motivated Marner off to a flying start
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Dynamic winger Mitch Marner is looking like a guy who may be destined
to have a significant place in Maple Leafs lore one day as he’s tied for
the NHL scoring lead with 10 points in seven games this season, Mark
Masters writes.

By Mark Masters

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who
practised on Monday afternoon at the Saddledome in Calgary ahead of
Tuesday’s game against the Flames.
Instead of their usual pre-game meeting, Toronto's players were shown a
video about George Armstrong on Sunday. The former Leafs captain,
who led the franchise to four Stanley Cup titles in the 1960s, had passed
away earlier in the day.
"What he gave every single night wearing this jersey was awesome,"
said alternate captain Mitch Marner. "No matter who he was playing
against, you know, he was ready to play. It was never easy to go against
him. What he did for the winning culture of this city was unbelievable."
As a local kid, who grew up bleeding blue and white, it means a lot to
Marner to be able to help write the next chapter in franchise history. And
so far this season the dynamic winger is looking like a guy who may be
destined to have a significant place in Leafs lore.
"He's just got a lot of jump," observed defenceman Morgan Rielly. "It just
looks like he's flying. I know he's pretty motivated and he's in a good
place right now. He's just having fun with it and it's great to be around
him at the rink when he's feeling like that."
"Well, I think I'm always motivated," Marner said. "I always want to be
doing better. That's kind of the motto of our team. Everyone wants to be
better."

The assist was Marner's 300th NHL point in his 307th career game. He's
the third-fastest player to reach that milestone in franchise history behind
only Charlie Conacher (294 games) and Syl Apps (284).
Marner's second point of Sunday's game, also an assist, came on the
power play. He also had a power-play helper on Friday night setting up
John Tavares for the game winner against Edmonton. Despite being the
last man back in a tied game, Marner made a nice move to throw off Hart
Trophy winner Leon Draisaitl and serve up a perfect shot for Tavares to
tip home.
"As soon as I see Mitchy with the puck, I just try to have good instincts on
where to go, because he's always got such a good sense of the play two,
three steps ahead," Tavares told TSN. "Even on plays like that, it's not a
direct pass, but he knows just how to feather it in there with the right
pace, with the right timing and make it easy for me."
Marner with the point shot, and John Tavares with the tip past Koskinen
for the 3-2 lead! pic.twitter.com/xzuUwkbOzx
— The Leafs Nation (@TLNdc) January 23, 2021
Marner, still only 23-years-old, also plays a key role on Toronto's top
penalty kill unit.
"He likes being out there as much as he can so he likes being on the
PK," noted Rielly. "I think he's extremely valuable in that area."
Marner is logging just over 24 minutes a night this season to lead all NHL
forwards.
Defenceman Zach Bogosian, a new teammate, is quick to highlight
Marner's defensive instincts.
"The way he reads the game both offensively and defensively is elite,"
Bogosian said. "Played against him a number of years and ... trying to
move the puck up the ice, he made a lot of good reads defensively as
well so he's the total package."

But after a scintillating 2018-19 season that saw him rack up 94 points in
82 games, Marner wasn't quite the same explosive guy last year. He
finished with 67 points in 59 games before adding four assists in five
playoff games. Perhaps he was slowed by a high ankle sprain that cost
him four weeks at the start of the season or maybe some bad vibes
carried over from the contract negotiations that had spilled into the start
of training camp. Whatever it was, it all seems like ancient history now.

Marner wasn't sure how to answer when asked in which ways he's an
improved player this season. He pointed to the team’s success and some
fortunate bounces.

Marner is tied for the National Hockey League scoring lead with 10 points
in seven games this season. He has at least one point in all five Leafs
wins.

How has Marner's game evolved?

"Our line's done a great job of every night coming in and playing hard
and working together as a unit and when that goes well stuff's going to
create, stuff's going to happen," said Marner.
Motivated Marner flying out of the gates
Mitch Marner is one of the league leaders in scoring with 10 points
already on the season and is leading all forwards in average ice-time per
game. Mark Masters has more on his hot start to the year and the
motivation that is driving him.
Sunday afternoon was an example of that as the Leafs weren't at their
best, but benefited from some good bounces and hard work. Jake
Muzzin opened the scoring when his shot deflected off Calgary's Dominik
Simon and in. It was Marner, who had turned a one-on-three rush into an
easy zone entry moments earlier.
Great entry by Marner here. Attacks the middle of the ice, and weaves
through a few Flames.
This leads to the Muzzin goal. pic.twitter.com/q2iH3HbQc6
— Nick DeSouza (@NickDeSouza_) January 24, 2021

"I don't know if anything in particular is standing out that hasn't stood out
in previous years," head coach Sheldon Keefe said. "I wouldn't say I'm
surprised by anything, but he's been very good for us."

Mitch Marner has 10 points after the first seven games this season,
compared to 9 in seven contests last year, so on the surface it would
appear that not much has changed. But as the TH panel explains, the
Leafs' forward has evolved his game in other aspects.
The Leafs hope Marner's magical baseline level may lead the franchise
to lofty heights.
Armstrong is immortalized on Legends Row outside Scotiabank Arena as
is Apps and Conacher. And Leafs president Brendan Shanahan thinks
Marner has the potential to join them one day.
“He's got an energy that the players all love. He laughs at himself. He's
self-deprecating, but he's also very serious about his job and the
pressure that he puts on himself," the team president told season-seat
members in an interview with Leafs Nation Network’s Danielle Emanuele
a couple weeks ago. "He just cares. He cares a lot. This is a guy that I
hope plays his entire career in Toronto and if he does I have no doubt he
will bring us success and I have no doubt that he's going to have a statue
outside of the arena one day."
'Relentless' Shanahan compares Tavares to Yzerman, says Marner has
statue potential
During an interview conducted for season-seat members, Leafs president
Brendan Shanahan had high praise for captain John Tavares and
alternates Morgan Rielly and Mitch Marner. Shanahan predicted that if
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Marner plays his entire career in Toronto "he's going to have a statute
outside the arena one day."

Tkachuk, though, was happy to shoot back at online critics who raised
the incident on Twitter and other social media.

--

"I live in that area," Tkachuk said. "I live in that crease area throughout
the games and I'm just digging for a puck. I was battling with Brods [TJ
Brodie] a little bit there and guys started coming in and just got knocked
over and obviously had no intention of falling into him or anything like
that. That's just a classic thing to try and accuse me of there."

Wayne Simmonds was the beneficiary of a Marner pass on Sunday as
he picked up his first goal as a Leaf and 100th career power-play goal.
"We got two great units," said Simmonds, who serves as the net-front
presence with the top group. "I don't think it matters which unit is on the
ice at this moment. Both units are clicking really well. For me, it's pretty
much status quo. It's just get in front of the net, get loose pucks and
present myself as an option for the other guys."
The Leafs power play is clicking at 40.9 per cent on the season, which
ranks third in the NHL. They have scored on the man advantage in all but
one game.
But not everyone is satisfied.
"That's an area of our game that we need to take pride in," said Rielly,
the quarterback on the top unit. "It's going to be important for us. When
we watch the tape, it actually looks a little bit sloppy to me and I think we
can improve. We take a lot of ownership in that and it's important we
keep working on it. It’s a big part of our wins."
--Jack Campbell missed practice after sustaining an injury during Sunday's
win.

The Flames peppered Campbell with 20 slot shots on Sunday with seven
coming off the stick of Tkachuk, who scored on a deflection in front.
'It's classic': Tkachuk laughs off notion that he purposely fell on Campbell
Late in the third period against the Maple Leafs on Sunday, Matthew
Tkachuk fell on Toronto goaltender Jack Campbell and some accused
him of a dirty play. Tkachuk responded by saying he was just trying to dig
for the puck and he got knocked over, and laughed at the accusation that
he was playing dirty.
--Jason Spezza, 37, will sit out the rematch against the Flames.
"Our schedule being what it has to this point, it’s been busy and want to
give Spezz a chance to take tomorrow off," Keefe explained.
Tuesday will be Toronto's eighth game in 14 days to start the season.
"At the same time it allows us to get a look at some of our other guys that
we want to give some opportunity to play," Keefe said.

"Jack wasn't available today so just got to continue to let things settle
down there and get him evaluated to figure out what his situation might
be moving forward," Keefe said. "I don't have an update there."

One of those guys is Joey Anderson, who was acquired from the Devils
in the Andreas Johnsson trade in the off-season.

Campbell, who improved to 2-0-0 on the season, insisted he never
considered leaving Sunday's game despite being in obvious discomfort in
the final minute. He refused to discuss what was ailing him after the
game.

"He's got good energy, good legs, moves his feet, he's a smart player,"
Keefe said. "His situational awareness is very good. We think he had a
really good camp with us ... in our scrimmages that we had and intrasquad games and practice sessions he's looked good. He's got a real
good attitude, good energy about him and he'll be excited to go."

No. 1 goalie Frederik Andersen has played well of late with a .938 save
percentage in his last three starts, but Toronto's depth could become an
issue with the condensed schedule this season. The club recently lost
Aaron Dell on waivers to New Jersey. If Campbell misses time, Michael
Hutchinson, who struggled as Toronto's No. 2 goalie last season, will be
elevated to the backup job.
'Rock star' Campbell unfazed by Tkachuk's antics, leads Leafs to ugly
win
Playing for the seventh time in 12 days, the Leafs were expecting to face
an uphill battle against a rested Flames team on Sunday. But goalie Jack
Campbell was up to the task stopping 31 shots and maintaining his
composure despite the best efforts of Matthew Tkachuk. "I didn't even
look at him as a menace out there," Campbell insisted. "He’s just a really
good hockey player."
--Flames winger Matthew Tkachuk fell on Campbell during a scramble in
the final minute on Sunday, which certainly didn't make the goalie feel
any better. But the always-optimistic Campbell had only praise for
Tkachuk when the dust settled.
"I didn't even look at him as like a menace out there," said Campbell, who
had exchanged shoves with Tkachuk earlier in the game. "He's just a
really good hockey player. Any time he's out there I'm always aware.
He's really good in front of the net and setting up his teammates."
Campbell’s teammates, meanwhile, followed his lead on Monday opting
not to take the bait when asked about Tkachuk's collision with their
goalie.
"It doesn't matter what we think," said Marner, who played with Tkachuk
in London of the Ontario Hockey League. "It's up to the refs to call
penalties. We don't really care to comment on it to be honest.

The 22-year-old has yet to make his Maple Leafs debut.
Leafs Ice Chips: Campbell misses practice; Spezza gets a game off
After appearing to sustain an injury late in Sunday's win, Jack Campbell
was not on the ice at Monday's practice. "We have to continue to let
things settle down there and get him evaluated to figure out what his
situation might be moving forward," Sheldon Keefe said. The Leafs coach
also explained why 37-year-old Jason Spezza will not play in Tuesday’s
rematch against the Flames.
--Auston Matthews returned to the Leafs lineup on Sunday after missing
one game with a hand injury. Is it something he'll have to monitor moving
forward?
"A little bit," Matthews said after being credited with the game-winning
goal against the Flames. "Will have to take care of it here the next couple
weeks, but it feels better. I feel more than good enough to play and good
enough to contribute and help the team."
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TSN.CA / Canucks vs Senators gameday preview
Canucks, 2-5-0 to start the season, open a three-game homestand
against 1-3-1 Ottawa

By Jeff Paterson
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POSSIBLE CANUCKS LINE-UP
VANCOUVER – After dropping two of three to the Montreal Canadiens,
the Vancouver Canucks (2-5) welcome the Ottawa Senators (1-3-1) to
town for three straight at Rogers Arena starting tonight.

Miller-Pettersson-Boeser

The Canucks fell 5-2 to the Habs on Saturday and were outscored 17-10
in the three game set. Elias Pettersson notched his first goal of the
season and rookie Nils Hoglander found the back of the net for the
second time. Those goals tied the game 2-2 early in the third period
before the Canadiens scored three unanswered goals for the victory.

MacEwen-Sutter-Virtanen

Captain Bo Horvat had a helper on the Hoglander goal and continues his
torrid start. Horvat has 4+2=6 in this last three games and leads the
Canucks with five goals and eight points on the season. Horvat’s five
goals are tied for the NHL lead along with Tyler Toffoli, Mikko Rantanen
and Travis Konecny.

Pearson-Horvat-Hoglander

Motte-Beagle-Roussel
Hughes-Benn
Edler-Schmidt
Juolevi-Myers
Holtby
POSSIBLE SENATORS LINE-UP

While JT Miller has 5 assists in four games, he has not scored yet after
finding the back of the net 27 times last season. A big part of the issue
for Miller is that he has just four shots on goal so far this season (game
by game, he has had 0-1-2-1).

Tkachuk-Norris-Batherson

Defense continues to be a huge problem for the Canucks who have
surrendered a league-high 33 goals and have yet to hold an opponent
under three goals in any of their seven games. Through their first seven
games last season, the Canucks had allowed just 15 goals. At even
strength, no player in the NHL has been on the ice for more goals against
this season than Quinn Hughes (12) -- and Tyler Myers (11) is tied for
second.

Galchenyuk-Stepan-Watson

With no morning skate, it will likely be closer to game time before
tonight’s line-up is announced. Braden Holtby is likely to get the start in
goal. If he does, it will be the first time this season a Canuck goalie has
started consecutive games. Holtby allowed four goals on 33 shots. The
veteran puck stopper is now 2-2 on the season with a 3.70 GAA and
88.8% save percentage. Based on Sunday’s practice, Adam Gaudette
may be a healthy scratch for a second straight game.

Paul-Anisimov-Dadonov
Stutzle-Tierney-C.Brown

Chabot-Zaitsev
Reilly-Gudbranson
Wolanin- J.Brown
Murray
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TSN.CA / There’s plenty to like from Toffoli and the Habs early

It may be early, but in a shortened season it’s hard not to look at simple
math. The team is already three games under .500. If it will take 63
points in 56 games to make the playoffs (92-point pace in an 82-game
schedule), the Canucks will need to go 10-games over .500 over their
remaining 49 games. It’s possible. They had a 14-3 stretch in the middle
of their season last year, but it puts them in a bind knowing they will likely
need a similar stretch for a second straight season.

A writer couldn’t script a better start for new Montreal Canadiens forward
Tyler Toffoli. There is a lot more to like about Toffoli – and really, the start
by Montreal as a team in general – than a hot scoring start, one
underpinned by shooting 25 per cent over the first five games, Travis
Yost writes.

The Canucks have dropped five of six games since an opening night
victory in Edmonton. That remains the team’s lone regulation win seven
games into the season. The Senators also won their season opener and
have yet to taste victory since then.

By Travis Yost

The Sens arrive in town following a 6-3 loss in Winnipeg on Saturday a
game in which Ottawa had a 3-2 third period lead and let it slip away.
Brady Tkachuk, Nick Paul and Evgenii Dadonov had the Senators goals
while Marcus Hoberg made 32 saves in a losing cause. Chris Tierney
leads the Senators with three goals while Nikita Zaitsev has the team
lead with five points (0+5).
Matt Murray is expected to return to the Sens net tonight after backing up
on Saturday. Murray was given the hook after allowing four Winnipeg
goals in 40 minutes in his last start last Thursday. Acquired by the Sens
from Pittsburgh at the NHL Draft, Murray is 1-2-1 with a 3.79 GAA and
88.0% save percentage so far this season.
Rookie Tim Stutzle, who turned 19 on January 15th, is expected to return
to the Sens line-up after missing the past three games with an upper
body injury. The third overall pick in the 2020 NHL Draft starred for
Germany at the World Juniors (5+5=10). He scored his first NHL goal vs
Toronto on January 16th.
Tonight is the second game of a seven game road trip for the Senators.
They will continue on for two in Edmonton and one in Montreal before
playing their next home game.

A writer couldn’t script a better start for new Montreal Canadiens forward
Tyler Toffoli.
In six games since leaving the Vancouver Canucks, Toffoli has fit in
seamlessly – his eight points (five goals, three assists) put him tied for
second in league scoring behind Winnipeg’s Kyle Connor through the
Saturday games.
Toffoli signed a four-year, $17-million dollar contract in the off-season to
bring scoring flair from the wings, and to say he’s delivered so far for
Claude Julien and company would be an understatement.
There is a lot more to like about Toffoli – and really, the start by Montreal
as a team in general – than a hot scoring start, one underpinned by
shooting 25 per cent over the first five games.
One of the critical building blocks for this Montreal team was to build on
last year’s success at even strength, where the Canadiens – despite
finishing 24th in the league standings – finished 13th in goal differential.
Most of last year’s success came through the top line, where Phillip
Danault, Brendan Gallagher and Tomas Tatar leveraged their high-end
agility and relentless forechecking to punish opposing defences.
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Stylistically, they were a perfect match for Julien, who has long made it a
priority to run up gaudy shot volumes in the offensive third.
But replicating that style further down the roster was a challenge without
more capable attackers. Thus began the off-season push to bring in
more weapons, headlined by Toffoli and Josh Anderson. Intermixed with
a bunch of capable young forwards, Montreal bet that their additions
would not only come in and create offence, but also make the players
around them better.
Bringing this back to the Toffoli addition, one of the early tandems Julien
created paired the 28-year-old winger with Jesperi Kotkaniemi, the
team’s third-overall pick in the 2018 NHL Draft.

Mike Brehm

The NHL postponed a fourth Carolina Hurricanes game because of
COVID-19 protocols and rescheduled seven games.
The Hurricanes, as of Sunday evening, had six players on the COVID-19
protocol list, meaning an initial positive test, players exhibiting symptoms
or quarantining because of potential exposure to someone with a positive
test.
Jesper Fast was added to the list on Saturday, joining Warren Foegele,
Jordan Martinook, Jaccob Slavin, Jordan Staal and Teuvo Teravainen.

Kotkaniemi had shown plenty of promise in his young career, but went
through an offensive slump last season that saw him on the fringes of the
regular lineup. Entering year three, I think there was a question as to
what Kotkaniemi’s talent ceiling actually was, and whether an
improvement in teammate quality would turn his game around.

As a result, Tuesday's game against the Tampa Bay Lightning was
postponed.

That has happened in spades. The Toffoli and Kotkaniemi pairing
(generally playing with Joel Armia as the third option) has terrorized
teams the same way the Montreal top line has for years. In fact, if we
look at some of the most effective combinations by net-shot differential
this season, Toffoli and Kotkaniemi are near the top of the NHL, and they
are certainly at the top of Montreal’s leaderboard:

-Carolina at Nashville (Jan. 19) now March 2 at 8.

This is the first time in a long time that the first line has been displaced by
any sort of underlying statistical measurement, like shot differential
(Corsi%) or expected goal percentage. But the key thing is their
displacement didn’t happen because of their own struggles – the team’s
second and third lines (predominantly) have elevated their game and are
taking the game to opponents with a frightening level of consistency.

-Columbus at Carolina (Feb. 16) now Feb. 15 at 7.

It’s also worth mentioning that when the majority of your forward tandems
are getting better than 50 per cent of the shot share, as is the case in
Montreal through the first two weeks of the season, your team is in a
really good position to compete long term.

NFL winners and losers: Baffling coaching decisions by Packers

The key test for the Montreal forward groups will not merely be to
continue creating territorial advantages like this, because it’s all for
naught if those do not translate to goals. So far, so good on that front: the
Toffoli and Kotkaniemi combination leads the team with a +5 goal
differential when deployed together at even strength. And again, there
isn’t a single regular Montreal forward tandem that’s in the red when it
comes to goal differential so far this season.

Why there won't be any Budweiser ads during Super Bowl this year

Absent a slow start on the penalty kill, there is plenty to like about what
we have seen from Montreal this season.
Finding a singular reason for their apparent jump in the league power
rankings is impossible. But the off-season forward acquisitions probably
headline the list, and it’s not just about the raw skill brought by players
like Toffoli or Anderson. It’s also about their ability to positively impact the
play of teammates around them and develop chemistry with the rest of
the active roster.
Kotkaniemi has always had the skill. But there is a reason he is off to
career starts in individual shot rates, individual scoring chance rates, and,
more broadly, rate scoring. He has a dangerous – and apparently lethally
complementary – winger in Toffoli.
If this sustains, Montreal will be Toronto’s biggest threat in the North
Division. Frankly, that may already be the case.
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USA TODAY / NHL postpones another Carolina Hurricanes game,
shuffles schedule

The games that will be moved (original date in parentheses, all times
p.m. ET):

-Florida at Carolina (Jan. 21) now Feb. 17 at 5.
-Florida at Carolina (Jan. 23) now March 7 at 5.
-Tampa Bay at Carolina (Jan. 26) now Feb. 22 at 7.

-Florida at Tampa Bay (Feb. 16) now Feb. 15 at 7.
-Carolina at Tampa Bay (Feb. 22) now Feb. 24 at 5.
Brady is headed to Super Bowl without Belichick. Is debate over?

Kobe remembered: Special report on the deadly helicopter crash
Opinion: Why I'm alone voting this pitcher for the Hall of Fame

The NHL earlier rescheduled 10 games because of COVID-19 protocols.
The Dallas Stars had 17 players test positive during training camp, and
the team made its season debut Friday after having four games
postponed.
The Chicago Blackhawks placed Adam Boqvist and Alex DeBrincat on
their COVID protocol list.
The Washington Capitals are without four players — Alex Ovechkin,
Evgen Kuznetsov, Dmitry Orlov and Ilya Samsonov — for at least
another two games. The team was fined $100,000 because the players
violated protocols by gathering in a hotel room without masks.
Washington has gone 1-0-1 in their absence.
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